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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper Is to study the Governor*® 
Council of Maryland from 1634 to 1689 in terms of the men 
who were appointed to the Council by the Lord Proprietor 
or his governor in Maryland*
In writing the biographies of the Councilors several 
questions were posed* to be answered within the limits of 
available information# when did the Councilor emigrate to 
Maryland* or when did he first appear in the Maryland 
records? was he related to the Calvert family or another 
councilor# and what was his religion? To what posts was he appointed when in Maryland on the county or provincial 
level in addition to Council service# and what was his 
profession and occupation? what relationship was evident# 
if any# between the other appointments held by a man and 
his appointment to the Council? Finally# what were the 
Councilor*© land holdings?
An analysis of these factors fi>r the fifty-two man 
who sat on the Council shows that the most important 
influence on the Council as a whole was that of the Lord 
Proprietor#
THE GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL OF MARYLAND 
1634-1689
INTRODUCTION
During tine years from 1634 to 1689 when Maryland was 
governed as a proprietary province by Cecillus, second 
Lord Baltimore and Charles# third Lord Baltimore# one of 
the important instruments of proprietary control in Mary­
land was the governor1® council* In the first extant com­
mission to the governor and Council dated 15 April 1637,
Lord Baltimore enumerated the power© and duties of the 
governor and then stipulated thati
for the better assurance of him our lieutenant 
CgovernorJ in the Execution of the premisses, and 
of the charge by us Comitted Csicl to him we have 
appointed*»« (specific men are named} with whome 
our Said Lieutenant shall from time to time advise 
as he Shall See cause upon all occasions concerning 
the good of our Said Province and of the people 
there*«*.(Archives of Maryland* III, p*52~53)*
This commission also empowered the Council to appoint a new
governor should the present incumbent die or be absent from
the Province without naming a successor or deputy, (Archives
of Maryland* III, p*54)* In subsequent commissions the
wording was altered but the meaning remained the samef the
Council was merely an advisory body to the governor on matters
which were laid before its members • The power to nominate
an interim governor was dropped* Generally later commissions
to the Council, such as the ones issued in 1644 and 1665,
simply named the members of the Council and instructed them
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to advise the governor, (Archives of Maryland. Ill, p*158i 
XV, p*7) * These commissions also conferred the powers of 
justices of the peace upon each individual councilor* In 
addition, Baltimorecs instructions to the governor stipulated 
that the councilors sit with the governor as the Upper House 
of the Assembly*
Perusal of the records of Council meetings shows that, 
in general, the province was governed by the governor and 
Council in a situation perhaps analogous to the governing 
of England by the king in Council, although both governor 
and Council in Maryland were limited by the lord Proprietor** 
commissions and instructions, as well as the acts of Assem­
bly* The governor and Council issued proclamations and 
Council orders to deal with situations not covered by acts 
of Assembly in governing the province between Assembly ses­
sions, and to implement acts passed by the Assembly, espe­
cially during the early years • in this area the governor 
and Council issued writs for the convening of county courts 
and assessing and levying of public charges according to 
acts of Assembly* The governor in Council maintained rela­
tions with envoys from other colonies in the area, partic­
ularly Virginia and the Swedish settlements on the Delaware* 
The Council supervised negotiations with various Indian 
tribes and carried on war, ordering ê qpeditions against 
hostile tribes (or against insurgents within the colony)• 
Toward this end militia officers were appointed and commis­
4
sioned In each hundred and county by the governor and Council# 
The council also commissioned all county officials such as 
the cotinty commanders* county court justices* sheriffs* and 
coroners* In addition to its appointive functions the Coun­
cil acted as a licensing and regulatory agency* issuing 
licenses for ordinary keepers* traders* and occasionally for 
certain Indian servants to carry guns* During the first 
years of the Maryland province* the Council erected new hun­
dreds and counties* and fixed quit rents on newly granted 
lands* Later both these functions were exercised by Lord 
Baltimore in proprietary Instructions to the Council*
Finally* the council sometimes commuted sentences passed by 
lower courts (although pardons for serious political offend­
ers were only granted by the proprietor)* and the Council 
held hearings to determine whether an offender should be 
held for trial at the next Provincial Court session*
The Provincial Court consisted of the governor sitting 
in his capacity of chief magistrate of the colony* and the 
councilors sitting as justices# The court was probably 
formed on the basis of the following instructions contained
In the 1637 commission from Lord Baltimore to the governor
and Councils
When the life member or ffreehold of any person or 
persons shall happen to come into question within 
our said province* We Doe hereby Give and Grant to 
him or Said Lieu tent CsiCj or to Such persons as We 
Shall from time to time by our Letters * •«nominate 
and appoint to be of our Councell within the Said
Province or to any three of them whereof our Said
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Lieutenant always to be one# full power and authority 
to inquire and determine thereof according to the 
laws of our said province# «*and finally to give Sen­
tence and Judgment thereupon*• • *w (Archives of Maryland, 
XXI* p»53)•
Later* county courts were erected with limited jurisdiction* 
and the Provincial Court became the highest court in the 
province* but without formal limitations of its jurisdiction# 
In theory* people were sworn in separately as Provincial 
Court Justicesi in actual practice every councilor was auto­
matically sworn in as a Provincial Court justice at the next 
court session after his appointment as councilor*
The foregoing discussion of the Council and Provincial 
Court applies to conditions when the governor was in the 
province and when the province was at peace# The councilors 
themselves had more power when the governor was out of the 
province for short trips * in which case he nominated one of
the council to act as interim governor* or when the governor
left the province for longer periods, as in June 1684* when 
Charles* Lord Baltimore, appointed most of the Council as a 
Board of Deputy Governors, Conversely* there were times 
when the governor and Council were able to exert very little 
control over the Province* most notably during Ingle*s 
Rebellion in 1644j during the Commonwealth era* when Baltimore
commissioned a new governor and Council in 1656; who were
unable to take control of the province until 1657i and 
finally during Coode*s Rebellion in 1689* when the govern­
ment was wrested from the Council by the Protestant freemen*
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with the exception of these periods, the men on the 
Council governed the province very much in the interests of 
the Lords Baltimore who exercised an almost total domination 
over the Council* The most important factor in the pro­
prietor *s control of the Council were the members of the 
Calvert family and relatives by blood and marriage who sat 
on it* Of the fifty-two councilors who sat on the Council 
from 1634 to 1689, fifteen were related to Calverts, while 
three others were related to other councilors who were 
connected to the Calverts by marriage* The proportion is 
even more startling from 1661 to 1689, when Charles Calvert 
was in the colony as governor and then as Lord Proprietor*
Of the twenty-seven councilors during this period, thirteen 
were Calvert family connections, and one other, Clement 
Hill, was related to a councilor who was related by blood 
to the Calverts•
Another factor contributing to Lord Baltimore*s domi­
nation of his Council was that appointments to the Council 
were made only by the proprietor himself, or by the gov­
ernor in Maryland with subsequent proprietary approval• 
Appointments made originally by Lord Baltimore were granted 
either to prosperous Englishmen who were planning to develop 
large plantations in Maryland, or to residents in Maryland 
who had distinguished themselves in military service during 
Ingle*s Rebellion or during the Commonwealth era, or had 
shown loyalty to the proprietor in offices on the county
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level, in the lower house of Assembly, or in some other way 
(as did Luke Barber and John Langford, who wrote favorably 
about the proprietary party at various times). Eleven 
councilors were appointed by Cecili^us, Lord Baltimore be­
fore they had left England, while twenty-six councilors were 
in Maryland when they were appointed to the Council by 
Cecilius and Charles Calvert. Nine councilors were appointed 
first by various governors for generally the same reasons as 
Influenced the proprietor. The source of commission for the 
remaining six councilors is not known, since they were 
recorded initially as taking the oath as councilors or were 
simply listed present at Council meetings•
There were only eight councilors who were elected to 
the lower house before their Council appointment• Evidently 
loyal service on the county level, wealth, or relationship 
to the Calverts as discussed above, were the strongest rea­
sons for appointment. Also certain high colonial officials 
were always members of the Council, specifically the secre­
tary, chancellor, or keeper of the Great Seal, and sometimes 
the surveyor general.
Theoretically, councilors held their appointments 
during pleasure of the Lord Proprietor, but in actual fact 
most men remained on the Council until they died, left the 
colony, or were removed by a non proprietary agent such as 
the Puritan commissioners in 1652, and the Association of 
Protestant Freemen in 1689* some councilors resigned
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(rarely) to take another post within the colony* Thirty- 
one councilors fall into the above categories while fifteen 
councilors quietly dropped out of the records for no ascer­
tainable reason* Baltimore had to remove only six coun­
cilors for actions prejudicial to the government* Four 
councilors were removed because th^ sided actively with 
factions against the proprietor (for instance, Thomas Gerard 
who supported Governor Fendall during his abortive rebellion 
in 1660, and Robert Brooke who agreed to serve as president 
of the council under the Puritan commissioners)« The two 
other councilors were removed for immoral actions t William 
Mitchell was removed in 1651 for "scandalous" conduct (that 
is murder, atheism, and adultery), and George Talbot was 
removed after he murdered a royal customs collector* (He 
was the only Calvert relative who had to be removed from the 
Council.)
Xn addition to carefully selecting suitable councilors 
and removing them if they proved unsatisfactory, Lord Balti­
more encouraged loyalty by carefully distributing rewards 
such as appointments to lucrative posts in the provincial 
government, or in the proprietary establishment to oversee 
his revenues and estates within the province* offices such 
as the surveyor generalship, chancellorship, proprietary 
receivership, etc., \mr& lucrative without being unduly de­
manding, since in most cases deputies or clerks could be 
appointed to do the actual work. Some councilors, espe-
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daily after 1684, held several offices at the same time*
In a very few cases, councilors were commissioned as gover­
nor, although Baltimore preferred to have a Calvert in that 
post* (Both Thomas Greene and Jesse Wharton served on the 
Council before becoming governor*)
Although Lord Baltimore distributed largess through 
official appointments as did the Stuart kings, he did not 
follow the Stuart example in granting free lands for services 
rendered* (Probably he felt that large gifts of land would 
diminish his revenues from the province*) Lord Baltimore 
very seldom gave land for service unless the service were 
out of the ordinary* For example, Luke Barber was awarded 
1000 acres because he fought under Governor Stone, and, more 
important, wrote to Oliver Cromwell in support of the pro­
prietor, Thomas Trueman t*as given a grant of land to re­
place his plantation which had been confiscated by the 
Puritans* Later, the third Lord Baltimore awarded Henry 
Darnall (a relative of the Calverts) a plantation as a re­
ward for "particular services,** but the grant does not men­
tion what these services were* Although Baltimore did not 
award land freely, most of the councilors, if they stayed 
in Maryland for more than a few years, acquired large tracts 
of land, and some, like Thomas Gerard were Lords of Manors* 
of the councilors for whom land records were available,
Philip and william Calvert, and Thomas Gerard were the 
largest land holders. Land was acquired in the early years
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by the headright system and later by purchase* in all cases 
a quit rent m s  paid to the proprietor for each plantation* 
In making Council appointments* Lord Baltimore may have 
preferred to appoint Catholic© and during the early years 
the Council was composed almost entirely of Catholics* By 
1648 and 1649* in response to the Puritan domination of 
England* Lord Baltimore appointed some Protestants a© coun­
cilors to conciliate the Puritans In an attempt to keep his 
colonyo It is difficult to draw any definite conclusions as 
tho religion of only about half the councilors Is known* of 
the twoaty-flv© councilors for whom information was avail­
able* fifteen were Catholics and ten were Protestants« In 
any case, Catholics probably were more numerous than Prot­
estants on the Council during the period from 1634 to 1689* 
In conclusion* the theme which runs through the bio­
graphies of the Council members during the first proprie­
tary period from 1634 to 1689* is the domination and in­
fluence of the Lord Proprietor over the Council« Hie two 
Lords Baltimore* Ceeilius and Charles* accomplished control 
by appointing relatives and wealthy men to the Council who 
would find it in their Interest to identify with tho pro­
prietary party* other men were appointed to the council 
as a reward for loyal service in the colony* Baltimore 
succeeded in dominating the Council to such an extent that 
it lost touch with tho smaller landholders and Protestant 
frozen* who in 1689 revolted against the proprietary
IX
government and forced the Council to surrender control of
the province to them#
DUKE BARBER
Before emigrating to Maryland around 1655, Doctor Duke 
Barber had served in the household of Oliver Cromwell* proba-* 
bly as a physician* after service with Cromwell's Raw Model 
Army* During the disturbances between the Puritans and the 
Proprietary forces in 1655 he favored Governor Stone* writing 
a letter to Cromwell in which he reported the Battle of the 
Severn from the point of view of the Proprietary adherents 
under Governor Stone's leadership* (better to Oliver Cromwell 
from Duke Barber, 13 April 1655, reprinted in Narratives of 
Early Maryland* p*262,265)*
Probably because of his favorable report to Cromwell, 
Lord Baltimore commissioned Barber a councilor on 23 October 
1656, (Archives of Maryland* III, p*323)« Dord Baltimore 
also granted Barber 1000 acres of land, formerly owned by 
Colonel Yeardley, deceased, undoubtedly a reward for service 
during the Puritan uprising, (Archives of Maryland* III, 
p*325). In July 1657 Governor Fendall appointed Barber 
deputy governor during his absence from Maryland, a nominal 
appointment only, since the Commonwealth Commissioners still 
controlled the Province, (Steiner, “Maryland Under the 
Commonwealth, ” p*50)• Barber's appointment lasted until 
February 1657/8, (Archives of Maryland * III, p« 331)• He
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then left for England, (Archives of Maryland« XLI, p.45), 
returning to Maryland before the Assembly session of February- 
March, 1658/9, during which he attended council meetings 
regularly. He served on the council during the session of 
February-March 1659/60 as well, (Archives of Maryland. Ill, 
passim.). Although he remained in Maryland, serving as 
commissioner of St. Mary*s County Court, he is not listed as 
present at any subsequent Council meetings.
In 1660 he was serving as lieutenant of a company of 
foot in St. Mary*s County, (Archives of Maryland. Ill, p.514), 
eventually attaining the rank of captain. In 1661 he was 
appointed justice and commissioner of the peace for St. Mary•s 
County on 14 June, and served on the county court as one of 
the quorum members until after August 1668, the date of his 
last commission as county commissioner, (Archives of Maryland. 
Ill, p.422| V, p.33). In 1664 he was chosen as one of the 
nominees for sheriff of St. Mary*© County, but was not ap­
pointed by the Governor, (Archives of Maryland. Ill, p.514).
After his arrival in Maryland, Barber continued to 
practice medicine, often listed in the records as Dr. Barber 
or Luke Barber, physician. Mo license was required for 
practice in seventeenth century Maryland, and the qualifi­
cations of medical practitioners varied greatly. Some physi­
cians had little training, and there is no evidence to show 
what formal training, if any, Barber had, (Serivon, “Maryland 
Medicine in the Seventeenth Century** Maryland Historical
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Magazine, 57, p.32)• Barber sued several times in court to 
obtain payment for his medical services, including one in­
stance in which he had agreed to serve as physician and to 
supply medicines for a planter and his family from March 
until August for 1000 pounds of tobacco, (Archives of Mary­
land ® XLI, p.353)• In addition to his medical practice, 
Barber occasionally practiced law, appearing in court as 
attorney in civil suits for various planters• A typical 
case was the suit for debt in which Dr® Barber appeared as 
attorney for Marmaduke Snow during the July 1655 court 
session, (Archives of Maryland, XLXX, p®379) •
in spite of his many professional activities Barber was 
a planter, holding extensive lands in several counties. The 
1000 acres granted by Lord Baltimore in 1656 were at Port 
Tobacco, (Archives of Maryland, III, p.325), In January 1657 
1200 acres of land were surveyed for Barber in Charles County 
(1 Charles Countie Land Grants,1 Calvert Papers, 880B, p.18)• 
By the early 1660#s Barber had acquired extensive land hold­
ings which he began to consolidate or sell® In 1659, he con­
verted joint ownership in two plantations to sole ownership 
of St. Richard*s Plantation of 1000 acres in Calvert county, 
giving up his joint ownership of Barberton Manor, 1200 acres 
in Charles County, to Luke Gardner, (Archives of Maryland. 
XLIX, p.33,34). At this time he also possessed a plantation 
of 324 acres in St. Mary*s County, (Archives of Maryland® 
XLIX, p.57-8)® In February 1663/4, he transferred his estate
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to Capt, Rieherd Banks and Mr, Randall Henson* Tho transfer 
included Mittcham Hall, Luke Land, Nlttcham Hills, and other 
possessions including cattle, and his hooks and medicines# 
(Archives of Marylandfl xllx# p*119#120)» In 1665 he trans­
ferred land in St, Mary*© County to william Tattershall# and 
acquired 1000 acres in the same county# 400 acres of which 
was surveyed for him in November 1665# (Archives of Maryland, 
XLIX# p#334,588)*
Harbor evidently had changed hi© dwelling from Mittcham 
Hall to New Town in St* Mary*© county* He died sometime 
before August 1660# (Archive© of Maryland, Ll# p«334}«
john Bhrmm
John Bateman was a merchant or "haberdasher" In London 
before he emigrated to Maryland* As a merchant he had be­
come involved in the sale of Negroes in the colonies# (Ar­
chives of Maryland* XLX# p, 269j XLIX# p,291)• After Bateman# 
with his wife Mary# migrated to Maryland sometime in the 
1650fs he settled in the Patuxent River area where he became 
a merchant exchanging British goods and salt for tobacco# 
furs, or other profitable provincial commodities# (Archives 
of Maryland, XLI, p,269j XLIX, p,291)• In order to acquire 
goods such as furs, Bateman needed to trade with the In­
dians# and on 8 May 1658# was granted a license to trade 
with them# (Archives of Maryland, XXX, p.394).
On 23 November 1660 Governor Philip Calvert commissioned 
Bateman to the Council and gave him the power of a justice of 
the peace in Maryland as well# (Archives of Maryland, III# 
p* 394)# He took the oath as councilor in court on 11 Decem­
ber 1660# (Archives of Maryland, XLI, p,379), probably taking 
his seat as a Provincial Court justice the same day. As a 
councilor# he sat as a member of the upper house in the 
sessions held from 1661 to 1663# (Archives of Maryland, I# 
p«395,426,460)« He also figured as an Indian negotiator 
signing several peace treaties with the Indians as a coun-
16
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cilor of state*, (Archives of Maryland0 III,, p,420,433,486)*
In addition to being a merchant, Bateman ran several 
plantations* He purchased his main dwelling plantation, 
"Resurrection Manor," on the Patuxent River, in Resurrection 
Hundred, St* Mary•s County, from Thomas CornwaXleys in 1659.
He immediately became involved in litigation over disputed 
boundaries with several neighboring planters, but the dis­
puted land was awarded to Bateman by the court on 4 March 
1660/1, (Archives of Maryland. XLI, p*329)• Bateman also pur­
chased 100 acres of "rough" land at the head of the Susque­
hanna River near Palmer*s Island* Bateman patented the acre­
age in two tracts ? "Perry Point©" of 800 acres, and "Perry 
Heck" of 200 acres• When Bateman died in October or November 
1663, (Archives of Maryland. XLIX, p.107), his total estate 
was valued at 139,971 pounds of tobacco, of which 65,000 
pounds was the value of Resurrection Manor. However, Bate­
man #s estate was heavily encumbered by many debts, (Archives 
of Maryland. XLIX, p,107-8,144,207,261), possibly incurred 
through his mercantile ventures *
WILLIAM BLOUNT
William Blount# Esqr, # first appears In the Maryland 
records with his appointment as captain of militia of 
St, Mary*© County in June 1642# {Archive© of Maryland, III# 
p. 103), In September of that year he was commissioned as 
a councilor by the governor in Maryland# and this commission 
was endorsed by a proprietary commission recorded in Mary­
land 15 April 1643# (Archives of Maryland, III, p, 114# 131)• 
Blount evidently did not sit with the Council after the 
spring session of 1643, During that session he also acted 
as attorney of Col, Trafford in a debt suit# (Archives of 
Maryland, IV, p, 195), By 1644# William Blount had left 
Maryland# (Steiner# “Maryland during English Civil wars#M 
p42/192),
There Is no information available to indicate whether 
he owned land in Maryland or followed any profession other 
than that of the occassional practice of law, Blount does 
not appear in the records after spring 1643| probably he 
left the province sometime in 1643 and did not return.
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RICHARD BOUGHTON
Richard Boughton sailed for Maryland in the spring of
1666, carrying with him hills from lord Baltimore for
*
presentation to the General Assembly, a commission to him­
self as councilor and principal secretary of Maryland, and 
instructions to Charles Calvert in which the Lord Proprietary 
stipulated that Boughton was to be one of the quorum of the 
Council and could not be suspended from the Council by Cal­
vert without proprietary consent, (Archives of Maryland, xv,p, 
6-11), Furthermore Boughton was entrusted to inform both 
houses of the Assembly of the reasons why Baltimore had dis­
allowed certain laws previously passed by the Assembly, "we 
having fully imparted the same unto him." (Archives of Mary­
land, XV, p.10)• By 17 May 1666, Boughton had arrived in 
Maryland, and on that date took the oaths of principal secre­
tary, councilor, and Justice of the Provincial Court, (Ar­
chives of Maryland. XV, p. 19), He was probably also judge 
of Probate, (Owings, Patronage* p.126)• Boughton probably 
owed his appointments to his kinship to former Governor Stone 
who was his uncle, (Owings, Patronage, p.126), and to his 
acquaintanceship with Lord Baltimore, Boughton, like Stone, 
was a Protestant, (Owings, Patronage, p«126),
Boughton must have found his appointments onerous and
19
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unprofitable because on 23 December 1667 he resigned his 
several post© to become the clerk of Charles county, a highly 
profitable position which he held until 1670, (Owing©, 
Patronage* p*126,149)• He became clerk of tone Arundel 
County in 1674 and clerk of the Upper House of Assembly the 
same year* He held the latter post until 1676j he remained 
clerk of Anne Arundel until 13 September 1682, (Owings, 
Patronage, p,137,47)* By 6 December 1682 Boughton had re­
turned to Charles County as clerk* He kept the job until 
1689 when on 4 September he was recommissioned in office "by 
act of the Convention" which was then governing Maryland, 
but Boughton soon resigned, (Owings, Ibid, p*150)* The 
clerkships paid wells for example in October 1675, he was 
voted an annual salary of 3000 pounds of tobacco as clerk of 
the Upper House, (Archives of Maryland* XV, p*51)«
Boughton derived other income from practice of law* In 
February 1666/7, he took the required oath which admitted 
him to practice before the Provincial Court, (Archives of 
Maryland* LVXI, p*108}» From then on, he represented planters 
before the court * He died in 1706, (Archives of Maryland* 
LVII, p.308)•
There is no readily available information on his land 
holdings, if any.
WILLIAM BRAINTHWAITE, ESQR.
william Brainthwaite, Esqr., was a relative of the 
Calvert family who began his career in Maryland as a mer­
chant trading with the Indians, (Archives of Maryland* I, 
p.27f IV, p•90)• The first commission to Brainthwaite, 
issued February 1637/8, empowered him to seize unauthorized 
vessels trading with the Indians in Maryland, (Archives of 
Maryland* III, p,62)« He must have been a successful 
commander, because in October 1638, he was commissioned as 
the commander of the Isle of Kent, (Archives of Maryland*
111, p,80, 81) • In December a second commission was issued 
to increase his judicial powers as commander, (Ibid,, p,81, 
82)• By a commission of April, 1640, he was empowered to 
use corporal punishment in criminal decisions, not extend­
ing to life or member* (Archives of Maryland, III, p,90,
91), the standard limitation of the lower courts in seven­
teenth-century Maryland# Except during a brief interval 
from February to April 1639/40, Brainthwaite acted as 
commander of Kent until January 1641/2, (Archives of Mary­
land* III, p#101), While commander of Kent, he continued 
his trading activity, (Archives of Maryland, IV, p»90)*
He again served as commander of Kent from 1 January 1644/5 
to April 1647, (Archives of Maryland, III, p,161f LIV, xiii)«
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Brainthwaite must have owned a dwelling in St* Maryfs
County* for in March 1843/4* he was appointed to succeed
\
Cornwalleys as captain in command of the military forces in 
St* Mary1s County, (Archives of Maryland, III* p»146j Steiner* 
“Maryland during English Civil Wars,* Ft*II* p,20/170). On 
26 August* 1844* he was commissioned commander of that county 
with the usual judicial powers * not extending to life or limb* 
(Archives of Maryland. ill* p*150)• prior to that in November 
1643, he was commissioned one of Baltimore*s commissioners of 
the Treasury, (Archives of Maryland, III* p*140)* Possibly 
in connection with his Treasury appointment, Brainthwaite 
acted as collector and receivor of the proprietary rent com 
in St* Mary's County during 1643/4* (Archives of Maryland*
III* p*147)* On September 30* 1644 Brainthwaite was appoint­
ed interim governor* chancellor* and chief magistrate, by 
Calvert during his absence* (Archives of Maryland* III, p*160>* 
On October 3* Brainthwaite took the oath as governor*
Finally* on 2 November 1644* he was sworn in as councilor, 
(Archives of Maryland* III, p*160)* After his second appoint­
ment as commander of Kent* Brainthwaite evidently no longer 
sat on the Council•
During 1643 and 1644 Brainthwaite acted as an attorney 
for several planters* appearing in court for some, Q*g«
Gregory Chitique in June 1644* (Archives of Maryland, III* 
p*274)• In 1643* he was appointed to hear cases in which the 
Provincial Secretary was involved, during the absence of
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Governor Giles Brent, (Archives of Maryland# IV,; p.267), 
Around 1645 Brainthwaite married Eleanor stephanson, 
who had emigrated to Maryland as the servant of Sir Edmund 
Plowden, (Archives of Maryland, IV, p,524) • He died before 
February 1649/50, (Archives of Maryland, IV, p,524)»
There were no readily available records of Brainth­
waite 1 s land holdings e
GILES BRENT
Giles Brent arrived in Maryland with his brother Fulke 
and sisters* Margaret and Mary Brent* and several servants* 
on 22 November 1638* (Borman* History of Maryland* II* p«165* 
6)* The Brents were Catholics* and soon after their arrival 
began to take an important part in the Provincial government* 
Both brothers attended the February-March 1638/9 assembly* 
Giles had been summoned to the Assembly by special writ and 
was sworn in as councilor on 20 March 1638/39* (Archives of 
Maryland* III* p*S5}« In May 1639* he was appointed cap­
tain of the militia of St* Mary*s County* possibly due to 
prior military experience* (Archives of Maryland* ill* p*86j 
Bosnian* History of Maryland* II* p*63*65) *
In February 1639/40 Brent was appointed commander of 
Kent island with powers to hear.- civil suits arising on the 
island* (Archives of Maryland* III* p*88-89)• He was 
commander only until April 1640* (Archives of Maryland* III, 
p*90). In January 1641/2 he was again appointed commander 
by a commission which broadened the commander•s judicial 
jurisdiction* and empowered him to take inventories and 
accounts of administrators or executors of estates within 
the island* (Archives of Maryland* III* p«101)• In August 
and again in December 1642* Brent was recoromissioned as
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commander and acted as such until the end of 1644, (Archives 
of Marylanda XXI, p.105,124* LIV, xili)»
During his term as commander Brent remained on the Gov- 
ernor*s Council# He was elected burgess from Kent in 1640, 
but sat with the Upper House during that session, and during 
the 1641 and 1642 sessions as well, by virtu© of special 
writs from the Governor, summoning him as a member of the 
Upper House, (Archives of Maryland, x, p,87~8j passim,)» In 
April 1643, Leonard Calvert, before returning to England, 
appointed Brent lieutenant general with full powers granted 
under previous proprietary commissions dealing with the 
powers of the governor, (Archives of Maryland, III, p.130). 
Lord Baltimore endorsed Brent fs appointment with a new com­
mission in July 1643, in which he denied Brent the right to 
grant lands or to assent to laws in the Proprietor1® name, 
(Archives of Maryland» XII, p.135-7)• However in a commis­
sion of November 1643, the Proprietor broadened Brent*s 
powers as governor to include the assent to laws in the name 
of the Proprietor, as well as the granting of lands, Ar­
chives of Maryland, XIX, p*139). This commission also grant­
ed Brent an income consisting of one-half the yearly total of 
fines, customs duties, or monies from the Assembly granted to 
the proprietary* Brent1 s income was to be charged upon the 
yearly accounts sent to Baltimore, (Archives of Maryland*
XXI, p*142). These accounts were audited by commissioners of 
the proprietary treasury, of whom Brent was one. In spite of
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the power to assent to laws passed by an Assembly, Brent 
did not call an Assembly during his brief term as governor, 
ttfhich ended when Leonard Calvert returned to the province in 
1644*
In 1642 Brent was defendant in two serious court cases*
It was charged by His Lordship * s attorney that Brent, after 
being commissioned to raise men to fight the susquehannock 
Indians, had allowed men to refuse to serve in the expedition 
and had allowed the conscripted soldiers to disperse, (Ar~ 
chives of Maryland, IV, p*128) * Brent answered that he had 
needed further orders from the Governor before proceeding 
with the expedition and there had been no further word. The 
second charge concerned Brent*& alleged maladministration of 
Justice as commander of Kent, Brainthwaite and Robert 
Vaughan (both residents of Kent, but not at this time serving 
as councilors) were appointed to investigate the accusation 
that, as judge, Brent had refused to hear debt cases when a 
plaintiff demanded judgement until he had ascertained whether 
the defendant owed him (Brent) anything, in which case Brent1© 
debt was satisfied before judgement was granted the plain­
tiff, (Archives of Maryland. IV, p.133). Evidently both 
charges were found false, because both cases were dismissed 
in December 1642, (Archives of Maryland* IV, p*164)*
In January 1644/5, Calvert brought charges against Brent 
for "several crimes against the dignity & dominion” of the 
Lord Proprietor, (Archives of Maryland * IV, p*301) * These
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charges also were evidently dropped because Brent was sit­
ting as a justice with the Provincial Court in February# 
(Archives of Maryland* IV# p*303), and took an active role 
as councilor and Member of the Upper House during the 
administration of Governor Greene during 1646/7 to 1647/8* 
Again in 1650 Brent was charged with actions prejudicial to 
the proprietor# but again the case was evidently dropped# 
(Archives of Maryland* X# p.33).
Like many planters in Maryland# Brent supplemented hi© 
income by acting as attorney or administrator for another 
planter# sudh as Thomas Gerrard in a civil suit in 1648, 
(Archives of Maryland* XV, p. 398) • Also he often held power 
of attorney for his sister Margaret# and she sometimes held 
power of attorney for Giles, (Archives of Maryland* x* 
passim*)«
Giles Brent held land in Kent County and town land in 
St* Mary1© Hundred* He acquired the Manor of Kent Fort by 
assignment from Leonard Calvert# and had it surveyed in 1640# 
("Isle of Kent County Land Record* 1640-1658#" Calvert 
Paper©# 880# Pt*2I# p»X)« To this grant he added Allen's 
Heck# a freehold of sixty-six acres# ("Isle of Kent county 
Land Record, 1640-1658#" Calvert Papers* 880* Pt* II# p*3). 
Brent's sixty-three acres of town land had been granted for 
transport of manservants in 1637 and 1638* This land in last 
St* Mary's was surveyed for Brent in October 1659* (“St. 
Maries Count!e Land Grants* 1636-1658*" Calvert Papers 880 A* 
p.24)# Brent built a manor house on the Kent Fort land and
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later conveyed the entire estate to his sister Margaret* 
(Owings* “Manors*w Maryland Historical Kagaaine* 1938* 
p0312-13),
Bront became seriously ill in April 1651* (Archives 
of Marylandn x p p„104)* and must have died soon after that 
illness.
BAKER BROOKE, BROOKES
Baker Brooke, the oldest son of Robert Brooke (q*v#) 
arrived in Maryland with his parents in June 1640« with his 
father and one brother, Thomas, Baker took the oath of fidel­
ity to the Lord Proprietary on 30 Juno, (Archives of Mary­
land, XII, p*256), Evidently he was not active In provin­
cial affairs until April 1658, when he sat on the Provincial 
Court ao ar. assistant to the Council, at the appointment of 
Governor Fondall, (Archives of Maryland, XLX, p.66). On 6 
May 1658, Governor Fendall with the advice and consent of 
Philip Calvert and the Council after “weighing the abilitys,
Bx affectionate service” of Brooke “in this last assemblye" 
appointed him a councilor, That same day Brooke took the 
oath and assumed his seat, (Archives of Maryland, III, p,342), 
He was recosnmissioned to the Council by Governor Philip 
Calvert and given the full powers of a justice of the peace 
in Maryland as well on 23 November 1660, (Archives of Mary­
land* III, p,394)« Finally on 16 February 1665, he was com­
missioned as a council member by the Lord Proprietary, (Ar­
chives of Maryland„ V, p.94 ), When Governor Charles Calvert 
became the third Lord Baltimore in 1676, he recommissioned 
Baker Brooke as councilor and provincial court justice on 17 
June (Archives of Maryland, XV, p.109-11), Baker Brooke
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continued as a councilor until his death in 1679* In addi­
tion he was a member of the upper House of every Assembly 
session convened between 1658* when he was appointed to the 
council* and November 1678, the last Assembly convened be­
fore his death, (Archives of Maryland* I, II, passim*)• 
Before 1671, Brooke had married a sister of william 
Brent, a nephew of the Lord Proprietor, (Andrews, colonial 
Period of American History* II, p*376). Possibly because 
of this marriage, Governor Charles Calvert appointed Brooke 
surveyor general on 31 March 1671, to replace Jerome white* 
On 1 August 1671 Lord Baltimore confirmed the appointment 
of his “nephew" as surveyor general, granting Brooke “all 
fees Perquisites, & Profits of said office," (Archives of 
Maryland* V, p*85,94)* This appointment was reconfirmed in 
1676, and Brooke remained surveyor general until his death 
in March 1678/9, (Archives of Maryland* XV, p.72,233,243* 
Owings, Patronage, p»171>* As surveyor general he appointed 
deputy surveyors for each county, (Archives of Maryland * 
LVII, p*502-6), and after August 1674, was empowered by 
Charles Calvert to hold an annual “Court of Enquiry and 
Survey" in each county, (Archives of Maryland * XV, p*42-3)* 
In addition to being a councilor and surveyor general, 
Brooke was colonel of militia of Calvert County, (Archives 
of Maryland* XV, p«181), One additional responsibility was 
given him in June 1669, when with Philip Calvert and Jerome 
white he was commissioned a deputy governor of the Province
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during Charles Calvert* s trip to England* {Archives of Maryland# 
LVII* p.454)•
Baker Brooke was a large land holder* having Inherited 
virtually all his lands from his father* His main plantation* 
“Brooke Place Manor**1 contained 2100 acres in Leonardos Creek 
Hundred* Calvert county* which he patented as a part of hi© 
inheritance on 26 April 1658* {1 Calvert countie Land Grants * * 
Calvert Papers * 880C* p*24)» At this time he also patented 
another 200 acre plantation* *• Brookes Court Mannor#*1 in 
Resurrection Hundred* Calvert County* {ibid.* p*ll)* later 
that year* on 17 dune* Baker patented another Inherited plan­
tation in Resurrection Hundred* HDe La Brooke Manor*** Which 
contained 2000 acres* {“Calvert countie Land Grants * * Calvert 
Papers* 880C, p.24). Brooke also owned a 400 acre plantation* 
“Poplar Hill©**1 on the West side of the Patuxent River in 
Calvert county* (Land office Record* mss* 1641* in Maryland 
Historical society)• All Brooke*s extensive acreage was in 
Calvert county*
ROBERT BROOKE
Robert Brooke arrived in Maryland on 30 done 1650 with 
his wife Mary# ten children# and thirty servants# (Archives of 
Maryland, in# p,256), Prior to his departure Lord Baltimore 
had commissioned Brooke councilor# Justice and commissioner 
for conservation of the peace# and commander of a county to be 
erected around hi® plantation site# (Archives of Maryland, in.# 
p,237-41)• A© commander Brooke was granted broad powers $ the 
usual judicial Jurisdiction not extending to life or member# 
appointment of the sheriff and minor county officials# and 
command of all militia forces raised within the county#
(Archives of Maryland# III# p#237-40), on 22 duly 1650, Robert# 
with his eldest sons Baker and Thomas# took the oath of Fidelity 
to the Lord Proprietary# (Archives of Maryland, III# p,125-6), 
and in October 1650 Charles County was erected with Robert 
Brooke as its commander# (Archives of Maryland, in# p.259-60), 
Robert Brooke did not lose his council seat under the 
Commissioners of Parliament who issued new commissions to him 
in March and dune 1652# (Archives of Maryland, ill# p,271 #275)# 
possibly because Brooke was a large landowner# although a 
catholic* As a councilor under the Commonwealth# Brooke took 
an oath to be faithful to the Commonwealth as it was establish­
ed# without King or House of Lords, Brooke was one of the
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quorum necessary for council, meetings or provincial court 
sessions* (Archives of Maryland, III* p*271*2)# When the Lord 
Proprietor regained some control over M s  province in 1653# he 
sent Instructions to Maryland, dated 23 September 1653, to dis­
charge Robert Brooke from the Council and to remove him as 
commander of his county* Governor stone# on 3 July 1654# void­
ed the erection of Charles -County# which was made part of 
Calvert county# (Archives of Maryland* 111# p*308)• This ended 
Brooke*s role in the provincial government* for he died shortly 
thereafter in 1655# (Owings# **Private Manors in Maryland,” 
p*317-8)*
Because Brooke transported about forty people to Mary­
land he was entitled to large amounts of land* He lived at 
Brooke Place Manor containing 2100 acres* which was granted 
him by special warrant from the Lord Proprietor on 1 September 
1649* and surveyed for him on 30 November 1660# ("Calvert 
Countle Land Grants#w Calvert Papers* 8S0C# p«24). By the same 
special warrant the Lord Proprietor granted Brooke another 
2000 acres of land which became Be La Brooke Manor* (“Calvert 
Countle Land Grants#” Calvert Papers# 8S0C# p*4)» Brooke Court 
Manor of 2000 acres completed the land acquired by Brooke under 
special warrant from the Lord Proprietor* (“Calvert Countie 
Land Grants * * Calvert Papers, 880C# p«ll>* All the land was in 
Calvert County, lands which had for a short time bean part of 
Charles County under Brooke as commander*
WILLIAM BURGESS
William Burgas© first appears in the Maryland records 
as a burgess from Anne Arundel County to the February-March 
1659/60 Assembly session, (Archives of Maryland, I, p,382)«
In this Assembly session Burgess was one of the members who 
accepted the surrender of Josias Fendall*s proprietary 
commission as governor and issued him a new commission from 
the Assembly as the chief governing body, (Archives of Marv- 
land, XLX, p*427-8* I, p*388-91)« Since William Burgess was 
a Protestant, (Andrews, Colonial Period of American History,
II, p,376), from Anne Arundel County, it is not difficult to 
see why he sided with Governor Fendall and Thomas Gerrard# 
Burgess was not re-elected to the Assembly until 1669, when 
he attended the Apr!1-May session as a delegate from Anne 
Arundel* From then until the spring of 1682 he attended 
every Assembly session as the burgess from Anne Arundel —  
a total of eight sessions* The Assembly excused him from 
attendance to the October-November 1678 session because he 
had just returned from a trip to England, (Archives of Mary­
land* VII, p* 221}•
On 12 October 1682, Burgess was commissioned and sworn 
in as a councilor by Lord Baltimore, immediately taking his 
seat at the Council board, (Archives of Maryland, XVII, p«118)•
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Undoubtedly his decade plus of service as a burgess in the 
Assembly had brought him to the attention of the Proprietor 
as a suitable candidate for the Council« Furthermore#
Burgess had served actively in the Ann© Arundel county govern­
ment and militia# In 1659 ho was a lieutenant of militia# 
Archives of Maryland, I# p,382), and by 1676 had become the 
colonel of the Anne Arundel forces# (Archives of Maryland#
11# pm474)# In 1664# Burgess was the sheriff of Anne Arundel# 
a highly lucrative office, (Archives of Maryland, XLIX, p,304)# 
In 1679 he was commissioned a Justice of the peace, and there­
by a Judge of the county Court, for Anne Arundel, and he was 
recommissioned each year until he was appointed to the Coun­
cil, (Archives of Maryland, XV, p*46, 323-4-5) # Each time he 
was a member of the Court necessary for a quorum (Ibid#)• In 
addition to long service in the Province, Burgess was the 
father-in-law of Nicholas Sewall, the stepson of the Proprie­
tor, (Andrews, Colonial Period of American History, II, 
p.377-8), a factor which may have influenced Lord Baltimore 
in appointing Burgess to the Council#
on 1 May 1684 before Lord Baltimore left the Province 
for England, he commissioned Burgess on© of the deputy 
governors of Maryland under the nominal governorship of 
Baltimore#s young son, Benedict Leonard Calvert• The com­
mission also appointed Burgess a Provincial Court Justice 
and councilor, (Archives of Maryland# XVII, p#247-53)• Lord 
Baltimore sent a new commission for these offices from England
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in 1685, which became effective on 28 November 1685# (Ar­
chives of Maryland* XVII, p.426-30). Burgess attended 
Council meetings infrequently until 19 November 1686# which 
was the last date that he sat on the Council*
Burgess was a resident of Anne Arundel County from 
1659 on# although only scant records were available of his 
land holdings* In July 1666 he purchased two parcels of 
land in that countyt "Boagely,M a plantation of 350 acres of 
land on the east side of the Chester River, and 400 more 
acres in Anne Arundel# (Archives of Maryland* XVlX#pl41-4, 
147-8)* Burgess was not, however#/lord of a manor•
PHILIP CALVERT
From the time of his arrival in Maryland in 1657 until 
his death in 1682 Philip Calvert, half-brother of the Lord 
Proprietor and uncle of Charles Calvert, was the most impor­
tant man in the administration of the provincial government 
after the governor* Lord Baltimore had commissioned Philip 
as councilor, conservator and justice of the peace, princi­
pal secretary (of the province, council, and land office), 
and judge of probate (that is to probate and record wills 
and inventories, and to grant letters of administration), 
(Archives of Maryland* III, p*327). After Job Chandler 
died Calvert succeeded him as treasurer and receiver general 
in April 1659, (Owings, Patronage* p*127)* He also served 
a short term as attorney general from the time of his ar­
rival in Maryland until September 1657, (Owings, Patronage* 
p. 125)*
After he removed Josias Fendail from the governorship, 
Lord Baltimore commissioned Philip Calvert as governor with 
power to appoint the secretary and receiver general, (Ar­
chives of Maryland* III, p*391-2)* Calvert acted as gover­
nor from 11 December 1660 to 26 November 1661, when Charles 
Calvert assumed governorship, (Archives of Maryland* XLI, 
p* 375, 493)• Under Charles Calvert as governor, Philip was
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appointed by Lord Baltimore as chancellor, keeper of the 
great seal, and deputy lieutenant general in a commission 
dated 14 September 1661, (Archives of Maryland» III, p439).
He was not recommissioned as principal secretary. As 
chancellor he presided over the Provincial court when it sat 
as a court of chancery, and petitions to the chancery Court 
were addressed to Philip Calvert as chancellor, (Archives 
of Maryland, XLX, passim)» although the Governor may have 
presided over the court when present, (Owings, Patronage, 
p.131), On 16 February 1665/6, Lord Baltimore drew up new 
commissions for Philip as councilor, chancellor, and 
provincial court justice, He continued to keep the great 
seal of the colony, (Archives of Maryland, IV, p* 6-8, 11).
In the Council commission Baltimore stipulated that, unlike 
the other councilors, Calvert could not be removed from the 
council by the Governor, (Archives of Maryland, XV, p,ll)•
In 1673 Baltimore sent another commission, confirming 
Calvert as chief judge "for Probate of will© & granting 
letters of Administration, *' (Archives of Maryland, XV, p,24- 
5)* In 1676 when Charles Calvert, now Third Lord Baltimore, 
arranged to leave the province for England, Calvert was 
recommissioned chancellor, councilor, justice of the provin­
cial court, judge of probate, and commissary general, He 
took the oaths of these offices on 4 April 1676, (Archives of 
Maryland, XV, p,73-5), In June 1676, a new Council commission
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from Lord Baltimore stipulated that Philip Calvert (or the 
secretary# William Calvert) had to he one of the quorum of 
both the council and provincial court, (Archives of Maryland. 
XV, p.109-111). He held these offices until his death in 
1682, (Owings, Patronage, p.122). Although Calvert acted as 
close advisor to Governor Fendall, (Archives of Maryland.
Ill, p. 342), he was not popular in the province, nor did he 
and Charles Calvert get along well, (Andrews, Colonial Period 
of American History. IX, p.376). However, by virtue of the 
offices to which he was appointed by the second Lord Balti­
more, he retained a key role in Maryland affairs.
Philip Calvert was one of the largest land holders in 
seventeenth century Maryland• in November 1656, before 
Philip left England, Lord Baltimore granted him 6000 acres 
of land to be erected into one or more manors, (Archives of 
Maryland. Ill, p.329). One of the manors formed from this 
grant was that of Mount Calvert in Calvert County, later 
Prince George1& County. It was surveyed in May 1657, and 
Philip patented it on 22 May 1658. Calvert sold this manor 
in 1667, (owing©, "Manors,“ Maryland Historical Magazine. 
1938, p.332). He acquired several other manors, which he 
sold or exchanged as circumstances required. He acquired 
700 acres, the manor of Wiske or Danby, on Back River in 
Patapsco Hundred of Baltimore County. It was granted him 
by Lord Baltimore for “laudable services and natural
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affection,*' in February 1659/60, (Owings, “Manors,M Maryland 
Historical Magazine, 1938, p.328)* He sold it in March 
1664/5, for 3500 pounds of tobacco, (Archives of Maryland, 
XLIX, p,416~7). Also in February 1659/60, Calvert patented 
two manors of 1000 acres of land each, Morton and Swaile, 
both of Cecil County, (Owings, “Manors,M Maryland Historical 
Magazine, 1938, p.327)• In 1664, Calvert surrendered them 
to the Lord Proprietary as one was to be used for town land 
and the other was unprofitable, (Archives of Maryland, III, 
p»464)• In exchange he was granted 1700 acres on St*
George's River, in St* Mary*© County, which Calvert named 
Wolseley Manor, (Owings, “Manors,* Maryland Historical 
Magazine, 1938, p.329). Another grant of land from Lord 
Baltimore granted in 1659/60, of 1000 acres in Talbot County 
had been erected into a manor, which Philip sold in 1665 
when he acquired the property in St* Mary * s County, (Owings, 
“Manors," Maryland Historical Magazine. 1938, p.326)*
Archives of Maryland0 XLIX, p,435)* In 1663 Calvert acquired 
half of Snow Hill Manor, consisting or 450acres in St. Mary*s 
County for 4,500 pounds of tobacco, (Archives of Maryland. 
XLIX, p. 32-31 Owings, “Manors, * Maryland Historical Magazine, 
1938, p*312)• His dwelling, Calvert1s Rest, was also in 
St. Mary's county, (Archives of Maryland, XLIX, p,410)» In 
1670 Philip acquired the Manor of Philipsburgh, 2000 acres 
of land in Dorchester county. When he died in 1682, both
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this manor and Wolseley reverted to Lord Baltimore as Philip 
Calvert died without heirs, (Owings, “Manors,1 Maryland 
Historical Magazine* 1938, p« 329-331)•
Calvert had married first Mine, a cousin of Jane Lowe 
Sewall, who was the stepdaughter of Charles Calvert* His 
second wife was Jane Sewall, a stepdaughter of Charles 
Calvertp and a girl probably under twenty at the time of her 
marriage to Calvert, (Andrews, Colonial Period of American 
HistoryII, p«376)•
mi&xm CALVERT
William Calvert, the ©on of former Governor Leonard 
Calvert, and thus cousin to Charles Calvert, Third Baron 
of Baltimore, had taken up residence in Maryland by 31 May 
1661, when he registered a cattle brand before the court, 
(Archive© of Maryland, XLX, p.463),
Calvert may have had some legal training in England 
because after 1663 he argued several civil suits before the 
Provincial Court, Furthermore, his first official appoint­
ment was that of attorney general, which office he assumed 
on 12 June 1666, On the same day Calvert was sworn as an 
attorney before the Provincial Court, (Archives off Maryland, 
LVXI, p*108), Beginning with the June 1666 session, every~ 
one pleading before the Provincial Court was required to 
take the “oath of an attorney** before being admitted to 
practice, (Archives of Maryland. LVXI, xvil), Calvert was 
the first lawyer so sworn* Subsequently ho continued to 
argue civil suits, (Archive® off Maryland« xvii,„ p,33,71,75, 
passim,) and in his capacity as attorney general he prosecuted 
an Admiralty case before the Provincial Court, (ibid,, XLIX, 
p,538}* On 27 May 1669, Governor Charles Calvert appointed 
William Calvert interim “Judge in Testamentary Business,” 
that is probate judge, while he, Charles Calvert, was absent
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from the colony, (Archives of Maryland* V, p*54)• on 16 
December 1669 Lord Baltimore made the appointment permanent 
and william was formally sworn as Probate Judge, (Archives 
of Marylando LVXI, p.482)«.
Concurrent with these legal appointments, william 
Calvert began to take a more active part in Provincial 
government* In 1663 St* Mary*s had elected him burgess to 
the septsmber/october 1663 Assembly session, and in 1666 he 
was again elected burgess for St* Mary*s for the September 
session that year, (Archives of Maryland* II, p,3)* In 
addition, Charles Calvert on 3 November 1668, appointed 
william as alderman for St* Mary's City, (Archives of Mary** 
land, LVII, p* 348-50). However, he was not appointed to the 
Council until 1669, when Cecilius sent a commission dated 28 
July 1669, appointing his nephew councilor and Provincial 
Court justice, with precedence over all the councilors except 
the Chancellor, Philip Calvert, (Archives of Maryland, V, p* 
54—5)• On 22 October 1669, William took the oath as coun­
cilor, (Ibid*, p*57). After the appointment as councilor, 
Calvert sat as a member of the Upper House in 1669, and was 
summoned to subsequent assemblies as a member of the Upper 
House by special writ from the Governor*
In 1674 Calvert was commissioned principal secretary of 
Maryland, in which capacity h© was responsible for keeping 
records of the acts and proceedings of the Governor and 
Council and registering grants of lands and offices, (Archives
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of Maryland* XV, p«31-2)* Again on 4 April 1676 Calvert was 
commissioned and sworn principal secretary, notary public, 
councilor, and provincial Court justice, Lord Baltimore in 
confirming the appointment, stated that either Secretary 
william culvert or Chancellor Philip Calvert was necessary 
for a quorum of both the Council and Provincial Court,
(Archives of Maryland, XV, p.31-2, 73-4, 109-11)* Under the 
1676 commission William Calvert ceased to act as naval officer, 
evidently a lucrative proprietary post, but instead was given 
the ordinary license fine© and a Msaddle1* on attorneys prac­
ticing before Provincial Court, (Owings, Patronage, p*126). 
However, Calvert retained his post as colonel commanding the 
St* Mary*© County milita, (Archives of Maryland* V, p*399)*
Like the other Calverts, William was both a Catholic and 
a large landholder, (Archives of Maryland* v, p*303)• He held 
two manors and a plantation in addition to numerous other 
parcels of land* Calvert first settled in st# Mary1© County 
at Calvert * s Rest, but by 1663 had moved to st* Michael1®
Manor, (Archive© of Maryland * XLIX, p«41, 410)* Evidently 
Calvert did not live at any of his other holdings„ but rented 
various parcels to tenants * He leased MKayting*s plantation,” 
a 100 acre tract in St* Gabriel*© Manor to Thomas Kayting for 
an annual quit rent in 1661, and in the same year leased 
Hoopers plantation, 85 acres of St. Michael*s Manor, to Robert 
Hooker for an annual quit rent* The next year he leased 
several ©mall parcels of land to various tenants such as
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Thomas and Henry Potter# who leased 190 acres of St* Gabriel's 
Manor# (Archives of Maryland» XLIX# p*410-12* LVXI, 284-5)* 
Calvert himself paid quit rents to the proprietor on several 
tracts of land# including Elizabeth,M a 3000 acre tract for 
which he paid £ 9 for three years quit rent# (Archives of 
Marylandft LVII# p*583)# One transaction# in which Calvert 
sold Buzzards Island of 700 acres for six manservants in 1663# 
indicates that Calvert# and most Marylanders# probably had 
more need of labor than either money or undeveloped lands# 
(Archives of Maryland * XLIX# p.424).
William Calvert held the posts of secretary# councilor# 
etc## until May 1682# when he died by drowning, (Archives of 
Maryland» v# p*366)«
JOB CHANDLER
Job chandler emigrated to Maryland in 1651 # (1 Charles 
Count!© Land Grants,1 Calvert Papers# 88QB# p*18)# from 
Northampton County# Virginia# where he had been living 
since before 1646# (Steiner# "Maryland during English Civil 
Wars#** Pt.ll, p.102). Lord Baltimore commissioned him 
councilor# Justice of the peace# and treasurer and receiver 
general of Maryland# on the recommendation of Job*s brother 
Richard who was a merchant in London and friend of Lord 
Baltimore# (Archives of Maryland, III# p*263-4), Job be­
came a merchant in Maryland# carrying on his activities in 
Port Tobacco# (Archives of Maryland, XLIX# p,437).
Chandler was a Protestant# (Cwlngs# Patronage, p*166)# 
and during the rule of the Commonwealth commissioners was 
retained on the Council by commissions of March and June 
1652# (Archives of Maryland, III# p,263-4# 271), In Feb­
ruary 1653/4# he again took the oath of councilor to the 
Lord Proprietary# which was administered by Thomas Hatton# 
(Archives of Maryland, III# p,299)# the secretary of the 
Province and a staunch supporter of Lord Baltimore, In 
1654, chandler was elected a burgess for St, Mary*© and 
Potomac to the Assembly held under the Puritan Commissioners # 
but both he and Hatton refused to serve because of their
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oaths of loyalty to the Lord Proprietary, (Steiner, "Maryland 
under the Commonwealth," p*50). Chandler was recommissioned 
hy Lord Baltimore to the Council in October 1656, (Archives 
of Maryland# III, p*323). He remained on the Council, acting 
as treasurer and receiver general as well until his death in 
April 1659, (Owlngs, Patronage* p#166)»
Chandler held extensive lands in Maryland, all in Port 
Tobacco Creek and Hundred, Charles county, but was not lord 
of a manor* shortly after hie arrival In Maryland he acquired 
a freehold of 1200 acres, "Whittington," Bight hundred acres 
of this were due Chandler for transporting himself, his wife, 
daughter, and five servants in 1651, and 400 additional acres 
were acquired by assignment from william stone, ("Charles 
Countie Land Grants," Calvert papers, 880 B, p#17-18)* He 
acquired 1000 acres more on the east side of Port Tobacco 
Creek from William Lewis, (Archives of Maryland» LI, p*66),
In 1654 he acquired another freeload of 1600 acres# In 1658 
Chandler acquired a freehold of 200 acres of land for trans­
porting four servants to Maryland * Also in 1658 chandler 
patented a freehold of 550 acres due him by assignment from 
two different owners, ('Charles Countie Land Grants," Calvert 
Papers, 880B, p*!7>*
SAMUEL CHM, CHEWE
Samuel Chew had settled in Maryland by 1659, in Anne 
Arundel County, (Archives of Maryland, XLI, p*304j XLIX, 
p«82), possibly as part of the Puritan migration brought in 
by William Stone, He was elected burgess from Anne Arundel 
to the Apri 1-May 1661 Assembly session, (Archives of Mary­
land, X, p*396)* In 1663 Chew was commissioned high sheriff 
and coroner of Anne Arundel. He was sheriff only one year 
being succeeded by William Burgess as sheriff in 1664, 
(Archives of Maryland, XLIX, p,88,215,304), By this time 
Chew had also built up a law practice and in 1663 and 1664 
he presented several cases before the Provincial Court, 
(Archives of Maryland, XLIX, p*82| passim,)* Chew must have 
retained a position in the County government, probably on 
the County Court, because in 1666 he and two others Illegally 
confiscated an estate inherited by a planter in Anne Arundel« 
A Provincial Court decision in 1670 ordered the three men to 
pay damages of 45,950 pounds of tobacco in retribution, (Ar­
chives of Maryland, LVII, p.571-4)• The court records do not 
record whether payment was ever made. This court decision 
is interesting in view of the fact that by 1670 Chew was sit­
ting on the Provincial Court as a justice*
In 1669 Lord Baltimore sent instructions dated 28 July
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16690 that Chet-7 was to be admitted to the Council. In 
October the Council ordered that notice be sent to Samuel 
Chew of his appointment* (Archives of Maryland* LVII* p»482| 
V* p.56). on 15 December 1669 he was sworn in as councilor 
and Provincial Court justice* (Archives of Maryland, V* 
p.59? LVII* p.482)» Shortly after that Chew was ordered to 
keep the seal of Anne Arundel county* (Archives of Maryland. 
V* p* 70)$ possibly he was justice of the peace and was 
presiding over the County Court, sometime during th© 1670*s 
he was appointed colonel of the Anne Arundel militia* and 
as such led an expedition against Indians in the County in 
September 1675* (Archives of Maryland. V, p.47*127). Chew 
last sat on the Council in 1677* (Archives of Maryland.
LVII, xiv)«
Samuel Chew lived on his plantation of Herring Creek in 
Anne Arundel* (Archives of Maryland. LVII, p.Ill*262)# Ho 
specific acreage was given for his land holdings.
ROBERT CLARKE
Robert Clark was born around 1611* (Archives of 
Maryland6 x, p,553)* and emigrated to Maryland sometime 
before the winter of 1637-8, when he was acting as an 
attorney before the provincial Court, (Archives of Mary­
land, IV, p,23)• He also attended the February-March 
1637/8 Assembly which was open to all freemen or their 
proxies, (Archives of Maryland, I, passim) • The next year 
he claimed a voice in the Assembly in his own right as he 
had not assented to the election of burgesses in St, Mary9s 
County where he was living, (Bozman, History of Maryland,
IX, p*103j Archives of Maryland, IV, 33)• Clarke was 
elected burgess for the February-March 1641/2, Assembly 
session, and was summoned by special writ to the August 1642 
session, (Archives of Maryland, X, p.167)• He was also a 
member of the January-March 1647/8 Assembly, holding several 
proxies, (Archives of Maryland, I, p,167)•
In September 1674, Clarke became clerk of the Council, 
(Owings, Patronage, p* 135), and in 1648 was listed as clerk 
of the Provincial Court, (Archives of Maryland, IV, p« 324),
In 1648, he was also commissioned a surveyor general by the 
Lord Proprietary, a post held during the pleasure of the 
Lord Proprietor, The office was to carry with it the custom-
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ary fees and profits of the same office in Virginia#
(archives of Maryland* 1X1# p.219)• Prior to this appoint­
ment he had served a© the ©ole deputy surveyor# beginning 
in January 1639/40* During the late 1640•© and early 1650•© 
Clarke frequently served a© a juror for the Provincial Court# 
(Archives of Maryland* IV, X, passim*) * In 1647, Clarke 
acted for a short time as attorney general, (Archives of 
Maryland, IV, p.331), probably during one of Lewger’s 
absences in England,
On 11 February 1652/3, Clarke was appointed by the lord 
Proprietor to be a councilor, and in March 1652/3, Clarke 
took the oath as councilor, (Archives of Maryland,1000n X, 
p«322), With this appointment he resigned as clerk of the 
council and provincial court, (Owings, Patronage, p*135)•
In 1655 When the Commonwealth men held control of the 
colony and instituted proceedings against the adherents of 
the Lord Proprietor Who fought under stone at the Battle 
of the Severn, Clark© was tried and confessed in court that 
he was a Roman Catholic Mowning the Popes Supremacy,*• on 
5 October 1655. The court fined him 1000 pounds of tobacco, 
and in payment received Clark’s plantation, "Brittain©© Bay," 
on the Potomac River# (Archives of Maryland, X, p*425)* xn
March 1655/6# Clarke petitioned for relief of the fine because 
he had no subsistance for himself or family. The court 
ordered that both the confiscated plantation and the tobacco
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fine be returned to him# (Archives of Maryland# X, p.441)• 
Proprietary instructions of November 1657# stipulated that 
Clarke was to be readmitted to the council if Governor Fendall 
and Philip Calvert saw fit# (Archives of Maryland# 111# p.338)# 
By April 1658 he had been readmitted to the Council and was 
again acting as surveyor general# (Archives of Maryland# III, 
pm 340)« He resigned as surveyor general in 1661 and died in 
July 1664# (Owlngs# Patronacre# p*l?l)•
Clarke# although in a position to be aware of available 
lands as deputy surveyor and surveyor general# was evidently 
/hot a large land owner. In'1652 he acquired a freehold of 
1000 acres in new Town Hundred# St. Mary's County# (“St*
Maries Countie Land Grants# 1636~1658#“ Calvert Papers# 880A# 
p.24)# probably “Brittaines Bay? referred to above. He also 
had a dwelling in St. Mary's City.
THCKiYS CORN:?ALLEYS, CORNWALSYS, CORNWALLIS
Thomas Cormjalleys emigrated to Maryland with the first 
©^edition* landing In March 1634* after venturing much of 
his estate in th© undertaking* Subsequently he brought in 
yearly supplies of servants and supplies for th© support of 
himself and th© colony* (Archives of Maryland* X* p.253)© 
Before leaving England* he and Jerome Hawley had been ap­
pointed commissioners of th© new settlement under Leonard 
Calvert as Governor* (Owings* Patronage* p*6j Narratives of 
Early Maryland* p*16). Ho was formally commissioned as a 
councilor by the Lord Proprietor in a commission of Novem­
ber 1637* (Archives of Maryland* III, p.53). Although a 
councilor summoned by special writ during the Assembly 
session of January-Mareh 1637/8, Cornwalleys led the oppo­
sition of the freemen against the passage by the Assembly of 
the laws sent over from England by the Lord Proprietary* 
(Archives of Maryland* I* passim*)» He had no specific 
objections to the lawsi at stake was the issue of who was to 
initiate legislation* (Bozman, History of Maryland* II, p.56)• 
He was recommissioned to the Council and as justice and 
commissioner of tho peace in 1642, but in 1643 was not re- 




During the early years in the colony Thomas Cornwall eye 
was one of the most active and influential settlers* He was 
freauently appointed governor when Leonard Calvert was out 
of the colony* in May 1638# he acted as governor when Cal­
vert was away in Virginia# (Archives of Maryland* ill# p.74). 
During another period when Cornwalleys acted as governor# 
he was granted a commission in April 1638 to hear and deter­
mine civil suits during Leonard Calvert9s absence in the same 
manner as Calvert himself# (Archives of Maryland* Hi# p*85)« 
Again in May 1641 he was appointed governor during Calvert *e 
absence in Virginia# with all the powers of governor# except­
ing the powers to remit fines or forfeitures due the Lord* 
Proprietor# or to pardon court judgements# (Archives of Mary­
land* ill# p*98)•
In 1635 he led the forces of Kent island against william 
Claiborne# (Archives of Maryland» v# p.170). During th© 
ensuing encounter Cornwalleys commanded two pinnaces which 
captured Claiborne9s ship on 23 April 1635. A second engage­
ment between the two forces on 10 May 1635, also resulted in 
victory for Thomas Cornwalleys and the Marylanders# (Archives 
of Maryland* IV# p*22-3i Hall# narratives of Early Maryland* 
p*l48—9)*
in April 1638 Cornwalleys wrote to Lord Baltimore asking 
that he be granted satisfaction from Claiborne for damages 
incurred during the fight over Kent island. In this letter 
he mentioned that he planned a trip to England# and could
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then personally give Baltimore news of Maryland affairs,
(Letter of cornwalleys to Lord Baltimore# 16 April 1638# 
Calvert Papers No* 1055)# cornwalleys* defense activities 
also included commanding the Maryland forces in Indian 
expeditions« in August 1642 he was appointed captain general 
to raise and command a force against the Indians# and led 
subsequent expeditions against the Susquehannocks and other 
tribes# (Archives off Maryland# ill# p*106,127,131)•
in January 1643/4# after he had ceased service as a 
councilor# Cornwalleys was charged with aiding Richard Ingle# 
then under a charge of treason to the Lord Proprietor# to 
escape from the Province# Cornwalleys was judged an acces­
sory to the escape of Ingle and was fined 1000 pounds of 
tobacco, a heavy fine# (Archives of Maryland# IV, p.232-3,
249) * During the same court session Cornwalleys was sentenced 
to three weeks imprisonment without ball for contempt of 
court in another case, but was released because he had plan­
ned a voyage to England* By April 1644 he had left the colony, 
(Archives off Maryland* IV, p*265f X# p*253)•
Before leaving for England, Cornwalleys appointed Cuth- 
bert Fenwick his attorney to supervise his estates• During 
Ingle's Rebellion in 1645, Cornwalleys1 estate was badly 
damaged, and in March 1652, he instituted suit for reparation 
off losses incurred during the rebellion* In 1645 the damaged 
estate had consisted of a well furnished plantation house# 
twenty servants, one hundred cattle# swine# and goats, and
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several boats, {Archives of Maryland* X, p.253)•
While in Maryland Cornwalleys had been a planter, but 
had supplemented his Income by acting as a merchant. In 
1644 his estate had due in debts 10,000 pounds of tobacco 
for goods sold, (Archives of Maryland, x, p.253)• Corn­
walleys had frequently acted as an attorney and adminis­
trator for ether planters, {eg. Archives of Maryland, x, 
p.338f IV* p.14—20j XLI, p.226).
Although he may have returned to Maryland earlier, he 
did not resume an active role in the Provincial government 
until 1657, when he was elected burgess by St. Xnigoes 
Hundred In St. Mary*s County, for the March-April 1657/8 
Assembly session, (Archives of Maryland, XLI, p.62). During 
the 1658 Court and Council sessions Cornwalleys was an 
assistant to both bodies at the time when there were few 
councilors serving on the Court or attending Council meet­
ings, (Archives of Maryland, III, p.334* XLI, p.186). A 
proprietary order of November 1657, in instructions to 
Governor Fendall, stipulated that Cornwalleys was to serve 
as chiof advisor to the Governor if Philip Calvert should 
die or be out of the Province, (Archives of Maryland. Ill, 
p.338).
By 1661, Cornwalleys had left Maryland and had taken up 
permanent residence In Norfolk County, England, (Archives of 
Maryland. XX.XX, p.xvii, 179-80). On 10 September 1663 he
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gave power of attorney to Josias Fendall and Robert sly® In 
Maryland, and Henry Meese, a merchant In London, to recover 
debts due him, and to sell all his lands in Maryland and 
Virginia, (Archives of Maryland. XLI, p.168*9).
Much of Cornwalleys* extensive estate in Maryland had 
already been sold. His main holdings included St. Eliza* 
both*© Manor, and the Manor of cornwalleys Cross, which had 
been his dwelling plantation. Both had been granted for th® 
importation of ten men in 1638 (7), and were surveyed for 
him in September 1639 and patented in 1641 and 1654. Both 
plantations were in st* Xnigoes Hundred of St. Mary's 
County, (Owlngs, “Manors,H Maryland Historical Magazine. 1938, 
p.311)• Cornwalleys sold the two plantations to John Muthall, 
merchant, when both parties were in London in August 1661, 
(Archives of Maryland. XLIX, p.xvll,3,4)• Another large 
plantation, Resurrection Manor, of 4000 acres of land on the 
Patuxent in Resurrection Hundred, St. Mary's County, had been 
obtained by Cornwalleys for transporting several people into 
the colony, and had been patented and surveyed for him March 
1650/1. Before October 1659, Cornwalleys had sold the manor 
to John Bateman of Patuxent, (Archives of Maryland. XLI, p. 
329). Cornwalleys also held smaller plots of land. He owned 
a freehold of 200 acres of town land, the CrosO, in East 
St. Mary's, which had been patented and surveyed for him in 
JUly 1654, (“St. Maries Countie Land Grants, 1636*1658,“ 
Calvert Papers 880A, p.F4)• Another freehold, St. Johns, had
been given Cornwalleys by John Lewger for payment of 
debt, (Archives of Maryland. IV, p,202)•
HENRY BARNALL (DARNELL)
By birth, religion, and education, Henry Damall was 
eminently suited to assume a position of leadership in 
Maryland* H© was a relative of the third Lord Baltimore's 
wife, and like th© Calverts, was a Roman Catholic* Before 
emigrating to Maryland in 1664, Darnall had been a lawyer of 
the Temple* He went back to England in September 1669, but 
returned the next year to become Lord Baltimore's agent in 
Maryland, (Andrews, colonial Period of American History*
II, p*377)•
Henry Darnall did not immediately take an active part 
in Maryland affairs * By 1675, he had become high sheriff of 
Calvert County, (Archives of Maryland* XV, p.57), and in 
1676 he was listed as captain of the St. Mary's militia, and 
by 1681 was colonel commanding the horse troops of Charles,
St. Mary's and part of Calvert Counties, (Archives of Maryland* 
XV, p.99j V, p*310)* On 4 June 1679 several years after h© 
had settled in Calvert county, Darnall was sworn a member of 
the Governor's Council• shortly afterward he was commissioned 
a justice of th© peace and a quorum member of the Calvert 
County Court, (Archives of Maryland* XV, p*253,286),
After 1683 Darnall received frequent important proprie­
tary appointments• In January he and William Digges, another
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relative of the Proprietor, were appointed probate judgos—
th© office to be held during the pleasure of th© Proprietor*
*
They were both to receive the fees of that office* (Archives 
of Maryland* XVII, p«129-130* Also with Digges on 27 January 
1683/4, Darnall was appointed keeper of th© Great Seal, there­
by becoming joint chancellor of Maryland, since the keepers 
were authorised to seal all judicial and administrative docu­
ments of the Provincial government, (Owings, Patronage* p*122-3)# 
Again in 1684 Darnall and Digges were appointed “Principal 
Keepers of our Forest and Chief© Rangers*’ of Maryland. They 
were empowered to appoint deputies, and to hunt and sell for 
their profit any wild horses in th© forests, (Archives of 
Maryland * XVII, p« 241-2)«
Shortly before the third Lord Baltimore left Maryland 
in Juno 1684, he appointed Henry Darnall one of the deputy 
governors $ provincial court justice, and councilor of state, 
and land council commissioner. With Digges, he was to receive 
on© third of the revenue due Lord Baltimore from ship seizures 
and forfeitures. As a joint keeper of the Great Seal, he was 
to sign temporary laws passed by the Assembly, and to grant 
writs of assistance to the royal customs collectors. Darnall 
was also appointed receiver general and collector of the 
proprietary revenues with the power to appoint sub-collectors, 
(Archives of Maryland* XVII, p.247-62). As joint chancellor 
and sol© proprietary receiver general, Darnall was probably 
the most powerful man on the Council, In 1685 petitions to
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the Council were addressed first to Darnall and then to the 
rest of the Council, (e.g. Archives of Maryland, XVII, p«275}• 
Effective on 28 November 1685, new commissions were issued in 
England by Lord Baltimore which reconfirmed Darnall^ appoint*- 
ments and named him a quorum member of the Board of Deputy 
Governors, the Provincial Court, and Council, (Archives of 
MarylandXVII, p.426-32)• With Clement Hill, he was appoint­
ee probate judge with power to appoint registrars in the 
counties and to grant administration of estates and so on, 
and to receive the usual financial rewards of that office, 
(Archives of Maryland, XVII, p.435), In the new commissions 
Henry Darnall was named sole keeper of the Great Seal, there­
by becoming Chancellor, (Ibid, p,436). He remained chief 
ranger with Digges, (Archives of Maryland, VII, p.36).
As can be seen from the appointments listed above, Henry 
Darnall was an extremely powerful man in the province, and 
when unrest swept through the colony in 1689, Darnall was one 
of the chief irritants to somo of the disaffected Protestant 
freemen In Maryland. He was considered to be one of the 
leaders of the “Jacobite** party in Maryland, (Andrews, Colo­
nial Period of American History, II, p.3771 Archives of 
Maryland VII, p. 343)• In March 1688/9, he led a force against 
restive Indians and met with several freeholders at Colonel 
Jowle’s house in an attempt to quell rumors that he was using 
the Indian menace to gain more power for himself and the other 
Jacobites, (Archives of Maryland« vii, p.77). During Darnall*8
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absence from the Council in March, the Council as a body 
ordered that any three of the Councilors, of which William 
Joseph had to b© one, had "power to Act and Execute all 
things relating to this province as if the said Coll* Darnall 
were always present,1 (Archives of MarylandP VII, p*74)• when 
Maryland was made a royal province in 1691, Darnall lost his 
vast governing powers, but on 1 August 1689, had been 
appointed by Lord Baltimore as rent roll keeper, a post which 
he held until 1699* In December 1695, he was again appointed 
proprietary agent and receiver general, a position which 
Darnall held until his death on 17 June 1711, (Owing©» 
Patronage* p»166)•
Henry Darnall was granted a manor of 1090 acres by Lord 
Baltimore, "Portland Manor" in Herring Creek Hundred, Anne 
Arundel County* The manor had once belonged to Jerome white. 
Although Lord Baltimore granted it "for particular services" 
Darnall undoubtedly paid a quit rent to the proprietor as did 
all land holders in Maryland, (Owings, "Manors," Maryland 
Historical Magazine* 1938, p*330)•
aOBB DARNALL
John Darnall# the younger brother of Henry Darnall, was 
a relative of the Calvert family# and a Roman Catholic# 
(Andrews# colonial Period of American History* II# p.378)*
He probably came to Maryland about the same time as Henry# 
and settled in Anne Arundel County* In 1673 he was commission­
ed cleric of Calvert county by Cecellus# Lord Baltimore# and 
Darnall held that post until hi© death# (Owing©# Patronage* 
p*126)* When according to Royal instruction# the Third Lord 
Baltimore was ordered to set up a committee to survey the 
MaryXaad-Ponasylvanla boundary# he appointed Darnall to that 
committee in a commission dated 23 May 1682# (Archives of 
Maryland* XVII# p*194-7)*
In 1683 Darnall was appointed to several major posts by 
Charles# Third Lord Baltimore* On 5 February 1682/3# he and 
Nicholas Bewail were appointed joint secretaries of Maryland* 
and took the oath the same day* (Archive©of Maryland* XVII* 
p«131)« A month later# on 20 March# Darnall took the oath as 
councilor* and in June was appointed and sworn a Provincial 
Court Justice* (Archives of Maryland* xvu# p* 131-144} • Be­
fore Lord Baltimore left Maryland for England* by commissions 
Issued between 1-5 May 1684* he commissioned John Darnall one 
of the Board of Deputy Governors * councilor* Provincial Court
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justice, and member of the band Council, (Archives of Mary­
land, xvii# p#247-54). Darnall did not hold these offices 
long, for he died on 14 December 1684, (Owings, Patronage,
p»126)•
WILLIAM DIGGES
William Digges was a relative of the Calverts by virtue 
of his marriage to Elizabeth Sewall* the stepdaughter of 
Charles Calvert# and widow of Jesse Wharton* William Digges 
had emigrated to Maryland from Virginia by 1680* Digges him­
self was a Protestant# although Elizabeth and his children 
were Reman Catholics# {Andrews# Colonial Period of American 
History* II# p*376-77}*
Digges first appears in the Maryland records with hi© 
appointment as Councilor which occurred on 9 February 1679/80# 
when he was sworn in and took his seat on the Council# 
(Archives of Maryland* XV, p*268) * On 26 January 1682/3# 
Charles Calvert# Lord Baltimore appointed Digges probate judge 
with Henry Darnell— the first of several joint appointments 
with Darnall* The next year on 27 January both men were 
appointed joint Keepers of the Great seal of Maryland, (Arch­
ives of f̂^̂jcŷl̂ind,# XVII, * 130,19©}# when Lord Baltimore pre—■ 
pared to leave Maryland in May 1684# he appointed Digges one 
of the deputy governors under the nominal governorship of 
Benedict Leonard Calvert# provincial Court justice* councilor# 
and land council commissloner* He and Darnall were appointed 
jointly chief rangers of the Maryland forests* and as Joint 
keepers of the Great seal were to sign temporary laws passed
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by the Assembly, (Archives of Maryland* XVII* p. 247-262) • 
During this period Digges* after Darnall* was probably the 
most important member of the Council*
In 1685 when Lord Baltimore sent new commissions from 
England effective on 28 November 1685* Digges was recom­
missioned as a Deputy Governor * councilor* and Provincial 
Court member* and was made a member necessary for the quorum 
of all three bodies. At this time he was commissioned Jointly 
with Henry Bewail as principal secretary of Maryland with the 
customary fees and perquisites of that office* (Archives of 
Maryland* XVII* p.426-34). Because of the demands of this 
appointment Digges was not recommlssioned a joint chancellor* 
However he and Darnall remained joint chief rangers.
When unrest among the Protestant freeholders in Mary­
land came to a head in March 1689* with distrust and dis­
satisfaction focusing on such councilors as Henry Darnall, 
Henry Sewall, and Edward Pye* William Digges as Protestant 
was regarded as "the onely person left wee can trust.** The 
spokesmen of the freeholders felt that if Digges would espouse 
the Protestant cause the freeholders would stand with him. 
Digges, however* remained loyal to the proprietor* and the 
Board of Deputy Governors appointed him by proclamation the 
receiver of public arms at St. Karyfs and commander of that 
area* (Archives of Maryland, v m ,  p.71*85* Andrews* Colonial 
Period of American History. II* p* 373* 377). when the 
Protestant freemen took control of the province* Digges was
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removed from his offices by the **Committee of the Protestant 
Freemen1* on I August 1689, (Owing©, Patron acre* p,127f Andrews, 
Colonial Period of American History, • IX, p*377)«
After the revolution, Digges fled to hi© house in 
Virginia and provided refuge for other exiled Marylanders, 
Including william Joseph, He died in 1697, (Andrews,
Colonial Period of American History, II, p,377j owing©, 
Patronage, p,127).
WILLIAM ELTONHEAD
William Eltonhead of Eltonhead, Lancaster County, England, 
(Owings, "Manors/ Maryland Historical Magazine. 1938, p.316), 
emigrated to Maryland before 2 January 1648/7, when he and 
other prominent planters in Maryland took the oath of fealty 
to the Lord Proprietor, (Archives of Maryland» III, p#174),
On 29 September 1649, Lord Baltimore commissioned Eltonhead 
as a councilor, and he was sworn in and assumed his seat on 
22 July 1650, (Archives of Maryland, III, p.256)• He was 
removed from the council by the Commissioners of Parliament 
in 1652,
William Eltonhead lived at his plantation, “Little 
Eltonhead Manor," of 2000 acres of land on the Patuxent 
River in Calvert County, which he obtained partially by 
assignment and partly for transporting himself, six servants, 
and a few other settlers to Maryland in 1648, The land was 
surveyed March 1648/9, and patented by Eltonhead in July, 
Owings, “Manors,“ Maryland Historical Magasin©, 1938, p, 316)•
During the Battle of the Severn, Eltonhead fought with 
the proprietary supporters under Governor Stone, He was 
captured by th© Puritans and after the battle was shot, 
(Owings, “Manors,“ Maryland Historical Magazine, 1938, p,316), 
His plantation was inherited by his wife, th© former Jane
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Taylor whom Eltonhead had married after his arrival in 
Maryland* Lord Baltimore ordered that the widow was to be 
supported, if needed, from proprietary revenues, along with 
the other widow© who had lost their husbands during the 
1655 disturbances, (Archives of Maryland* III, p.326)•
WILLIAM EVANS
william Evans had emigrated to Maryland by January 
1647/8, when he was listed as Lieutenant commanding the fort 
at St, Inigo1©, (Archives of Marylandfl IV, p,358), During 
the minor civil war in Maryland with the Puritan forces in 
March 1655, William Evans supported and fought under Gover­
nor stone, and after the Battle of Severn was imprisoned by 
the Puritans, (Archives of Maryland, x, p,430)• H© was 
brought to trial by the Puritans and was Hconvicted of high 
offense against the Publick" by signing an unspecified 
petition against the Commonwealth— to say nothing of his 
service under Stone during the battle. On 24 April, for his 
offenses Evans was fined 2000 pounds of tobacco "towards the 
Fublick damage occasioned in the late Warr raised by Captain
Stone and his Complices,1 (Archives of Maryland, X, p,413>.
Furthermore, the court accused Evans of being a Homan 
Catholic and when Evans acknowledged that he was, his fine 
was increased to 3000 pounds of tobacco, (Ibid, p,423}»
When Lord Baltimore regained control of Maryland, 
Governor Fendall, on June 1658, named William Evans as 
commander and captain for muster training of all forces in
the area from Boplar Hill to the Wicomico Elver, (Archives
of Maryland, III, p,344}• On 31 October 1660 Governor Philip
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Calvert commissioned Evans colonel of the St. Mary*s County 
Militia, and on 13 March commissioned him muster masteri
general of Maryland# on 23 May 1666, Evans was recommission­
ed as muster master general. In this capacity he mustered 
forces and appointed commanders for various expeditions. 
(Archives of Maryland, III, p.392,409-10, S25, 545). In 
addition to his military duties Evans assumed several civil 
positions. In 1658, on 30 April, Governor Fendall also 
appointed Evans a county commissloner for St* Mazy * s and a 
member necessary for a quorum of the county court, (Archives 
of Maryland. XLI, p.88-9)• The criminal jurisdiction of the 
court did not extend to life or member, nor did the civil 
jurisdiction exceed the usual limitation of 300 pounds of 
tobacco, (Archives of Maryland. Ill, p.422-3). Evans was 
recommissioned to the court on 14 June 1661, and was by that 
time the presiding justice, (Archives of Maryland. XLIX, 
p.565)• During this time Evans was elected burgess from 
New Town Hundred in St* Mary*s County to the Assemblies held 
in April 1658, February-March 1659/60, Apri1-May 1661, and 
April 1662, (Archives of Maryland, XLI, p*62f I, passim.).
Undoubtedly William Evans must have favorably impressed 
Charles Calvert when serving as a burgess, for in 1664 Calvert 
appointed Evans to the Council, and on 7 April he was sworn 
in and toolc his seat at the Council board, (Archives of Mary­
land. Ill, p.492)* That fall he was summoned by special writ 
to sit in the Upper House during the September session.
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Evidently Evans did not appear at the beginning of the session, 
for the Governor had to send a second writ on 13 September sum­
moning him to "aduise and Consent as one of the upper house 
touching the important affayres of this Province,” (Archives of 
Maryland, XX, p.3)• Evans was apparently an influential coun­
cilor particularly during the 1664 session, because when the 
Provincial Court justice© were queried on points of law, Evans 
invariably gave his opinion first and the other justices follow­
ed his decision, (Archives of Maryland, xlix, p*273, passim*)*
On 19 May 1666, he was again sworn as councilor and Provincial 
Court justice, (Archives of Maryland» XV, p*19)• Evans last 
attended the Council meeting of IS December 1663, although he 
was summoned by special writ to the 1669 Assembly, (Archives 
of Maryland* V. p*34*}•
In addition to serving as muster master general, County 
commissioner, etc*, Evans carried on an extensive legal prac­
tice, particularly in the early years when he pled several 
civil cases before the Provincial court, (Archives of Maryland * 
VI, p.371,535s XLIX, p*145* XLI, p.81,etc.). This legal ex­
perience was undoubtedly the reason that his opinions carried 
such weight when Evans sat on the Provincial Court himself*
In addition he was appointed executor for several estates all 
during his career, (Archives of Maryland* X, p#459j XIX, p* 2, 
102, 345)*
Evans who lived in St. Clement *s Bay, St. Mary’s County, 
was not a large land holder* On 9 October 1662, th© Provincial
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Court confirmed his ovmership of the disputed Herring Creek 
Plantation® (Archives of Marylandft XLI, p,557,583-4).
EDWARD FITZHERBERT
Edward Fitzherbert first appears in the Maryland records 
on 20 January 1670/1» when he was sworn in and took his place 
as a councilor* (Archives of Maryland, v* p,82)# He sat with 
the Council for the remainder of that session* and was summoned 
by special writ to ©it in the Upper House of both the Spring 
and Fall Assembly sessions during 1671* (Archives of Maryland, 
V* p.98s II* passim,)• He remained on the Council until 12 
December 1672* which was the last meeting at which he was 
listed present* (Archives of Maryland, XV* passim,)•
Although no longer sitting on the Council, Fitzherbert 
remained in Maryland in St, Mary*s County where he evidently 
ran a plantation and traded with the Indians, On 14 March 
1672/3* Governor Charles Calvert granted him a license to 
trade with the Indians ttfor so much Corn as may supply him and 
his family for their present use*** provided that firearms were 
not sold* (Archives of Maryland, V, p,120)• After that there 
was no further mention of Fitzherbert in the records,
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THOMAS GERARD, GERHARD
Thomas Gerard, scion of an ancient Roman Catholic 
family, was horn at Hew Hall, Lancashire around 1605, 
(Beitzell, "Thomas Gerard," Maryland Historical Magazine* 
1951, p,189)* He emigrated to Maryland in 1637, settling 
in St. Mary9s County, (Beitzel, "Thomas Gerard," Maryland 
Historical Magazine. 1951, p.189)* in March 1639 Gerard 
was commissioned conservator of the peace in the newly 
erected St* cl ament9 s Hundred where he was lord of St* 
Clement9s Manor* As commissioner of the peace Gerard was 
given the powers of any two English justices of the peace 
with Jurisdiction over minor civil and criminal cases, 
(Archives of Maryland* III, p*89-90* Steiner, "Maryland 
during English Civil Wars," Ft* I, p*10)•
Gerard was elected burgess from St# Clement9s Hundred 
to the February-March 1638/9 Assembly, (Archives of Maryland * 
I, p.32)• In 1640 because Gerard was out of the province 
the voters of St* Clement9s returned his attorney, Robert
t
Vaughan, as burgess to the October 1640 Assembly session, 
(Archives of Maryland* I, p*89)« In 1649 Gerard was elected 
burgess from St* Clement9s although he was also summoned to 
the Assembly by the Governor9s special writ as a lord of the 
Manor of st« Clement9s* He had not yet been commissioned
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as a councilor* (Archives of Maryland# I, p.114).
Gerard must hav# made an excellent Impression on
Governor calvert in his activities as commissioner of the
peace and as burgess because in November 1643, on the
advice of the Governor, Lord Baltimore commissioned Thomas
Gerard as councilor in a special commission which lauded
"The good affection a fidelity of Thomas Gerard **•* 
toward me & my service in the *** Province, and that 
he hath deserved very well of me in his diligent 
endeavors for the advancement & prosperity of my 
colony there, wherein he hath had occasion to express© 
also more than £®iclordinary abilities of understand­
ing, such as may make him capable and useful in 
advlslon with upon the most important affairs of that 
place*n (Archives of Maryland, xxx, p* 130-39)
However, Governor Calvert had not waited for the proprietary 
commission to arrive before appointing Gerard to the Council 
on the basis of a previous proprietary instruction to 
appoint councilors If the number of councilors was reduced 
to less than three, (Archives of Maryland, ill, p#146>* 
Gerard took the oath as councilor in February 1643/4* on 
18 September 1644 Gerard, with the other councilors, was re- 
commissioned by Lord Baltimore* Evidently Gerard did not 
sit on the Council under Governor Thomas Greene in 1647, and 
in 1648 he was not r©commissioned to the Council under 
Governor stone* possibly this was due to proprietary dis­
satisfaction with Gerard, for in November 1649 an attach­
ment was served against Gerard*s estate wfor a certain con­
tempt agt his Lopp* *(Archives of Maryland# IV, p*529)* 
Whether Gerard actually lost any property, or for what cause
was not recorded#
However# on 10 February 1650/1 Gerard was sworn in as 
a councilor# and in March 1652# was appointed to raise a 
force against the Indians in Fort Tobacco or chaptico# 
(Archives of Maryland# X# p.65* III# p*293)* In June 1652# 
he was elected burgess although a councilor# (Archives of 
Maryland# XLIX# p*112)« During the minor civil war between 
the puritans and Proprietary adherents in early 1655#
Gerard served as a captain under Stone# He was captured 
after the Battle of the Severn# but was not sentenced to 
death# 'When Baltimore constituted a new government for 
the Province in 1656# he commissioned Gerard as councilor 
under Governor Fendall# (Archives of Maryland# III# p#323)• 
in 1658 Gerard began to show signs of disenchantment 
with the Proprietary regime under Governor Fendall by 
repeating secret debates of the Council# and Implying that 
Governor Fendall was being unduly influenced by the Puritans 
in Anne Arundel County# On 5 October 1658 the Attorney 
General indicted Gerard for expressing the above accusations # 
and also charged him with non-attendance to the Provincial 
Court session of March 1656, of drunkeness on one occasion# 
and of generally trying to destroy the reputation of the 
entire Council# (Archives of Maryland# III# p.354-7)# The 
suit was dropped# to Gerard's dissatisfaction# since he 
could not clear his reputation# although Lord Baltimore had
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ordered a full investigation to clear Gerard, (Archives of 
Maryland, III# p,384)* All the charges except drunkenness, 
according to Beltzell, were probably true since Gerard#s 
statements had been overheard at Bushwood, the home of his 
son-in-law, Robert Slye, (Beltzell, “Thomas Gerard,“
Maryland historical Magazine, 1951, p,199}«
Gerard remained on the Council and was summoned by 
special writ to the February-March 1659/60 Assembly which 
was held at his house and at Bushwood, (Archives of Mary­
land, I, p,382). Possibly this was done so that Gerard 
could be sure of the attendance of his friends and support­
ers thereby dominating the Assembly, (Beltzell, “Thomas 
Gerard,*1 Maryland Historical Magazine, 1951, p»199)# At 
this assembly, Gerard supported Joslas Fendall when the 
Governor surrendered his proprietary commission and accepted 
a new one from the Assembly as the chief governing body, 
(Archives of Maryland, I, p*388-91)* Other councilors, such 
as Philip Calvert and Baker Brooke refused to support 
Fendall and left the Assembly, (Ibid,) Fendall•s rebellion 
collapsed after the accession of Charles II, and the resto­
ration of lord Baltimore to favor, Gerard fled to his 
estate in Westmoreland County, Virginia, (Beitzell, “Thomas 
Gerard,14 Maryland Historical Magazine, 1951, p,199-200)*
At first glance it is difficult to see why Gerard 
would side with Fendall against the proprietor, but Beitzell
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presents several reasons# (Beltzell# "Thomas Gerard*" 
Maryland Historical Magazine* 1951# p*197-98)# Possibly 
he was persuaded by Governor Fendall to support him# Also 
after Ingle1© rebellion and during the Puritan regime# the 
government of the Province was unstable# Under such con­
ditions it was a temptation for a strong man to take the 
government into his own hands rather than to risk the loss 
of his possessions (Gerard’s manor house had been destroyed 
by Ingle in 1645)# (Archives of Maryland# XLI# p*52)• 
Possibly Gerard was influenced by Lord Baltimore*s final 
decision about the ownership of Snow Hill Manor* By the 
inheritance of his wife# Gerard had claimed snow Hill Manor# 
which had been granted to his brother-in-law# Justinian Snow# 
in 1640# Lord Baltimore had repossessed the land under the 
act for deserted plantations because of unpaid quit rents# 
and regranted it to two other planters* After litigation la 
Maryland# Philip Calvert had appealed the case to Lord 
Baltimore who decided against Gerard1© claim# (Archives of 
Maryland* XLI# p#24S, 265# 373)*
In February 1660/1 Gerard was indicted by a Grand Jury 
with conspiracy against the dominion of the Lord Proprietary 
in Maryland # during the Assembly of March 1659-60# when he 
assented to the commission of Fendall as Governor under the 
authority of the Assembly* (Archives of Maryland* XLI* p*427 
-9)* Gerard submitted a written apology to the Provincial
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Court# tout hi© estate was confiscated and he was sentenced 
to banishment from the province# (Archives of Maryland* XLI, 
p.429* III# p»407)• when Gerard claimed in a petition to 
the Council that he could not support himself or his family 
under the sentence of the court# he was pardoned by the 
Governor# and his estate was returned# A fine of 5000 pounds 
of tobacco was levied instead# with a 10,000 pound tobacco 
bond for good behavior# In addition# although he was to have 
the status of freeman# he could neither vote nor hold office 
as a burgess# (Archives of Maryland# III# p*407| XLI# p»466)• 
This ended Gerard1© political career in Maryland*
While on the Council# Thomas Gerard practiced surgery 
extensively in addition to practicing as an attorney# and 
running a large plantation* Gerard must have trained as a 
surgeon before he emigrated to Maryland where there was no 
system for surgical education* Generally surgeons had been 
trained in England by apprenticeship or hospital instruction* 
They dealt with wounds# broken bones# amputations* and 
similar operations• Surgeons were considered Inferior to 
physicians# but in Maryland little distinction was made be­
tween physicians and surgeons# In Maryland no license for 
medical or surgical practice was required* (Serivan* "Mary­
land Medicine in the Seventeenth Century, * Maryland Historical 
Magazine* 1951* p*29-31)* Gerard* especially during his early 
year© in Maryland* was often styled Surgeon on the Council 
lists and legal documents * (Archives of Maryland, IV, p,56|
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111, IV, passim*)« Occassionally he was called upon to five 
medical evidence In court, (Archives of Maryland* IV, p*51)9 
In 1641, a hill was presented to Lord Baltimore signed 
by "Thomas Gerard of staple© Inne, London, gent," (Archly©© 
of Maryland* IV, p*217), if this bill was presented by the 
Thomas Gerard who migrated to Maryland, it would indicate 
that Gerard had had training as a solicitor* In any case, 
he frequently practiced a© an attorney, representing other 
planters in Court* Most frequently, he acted for merchants 
and planters in the collection of debts, (Archives of Mary­
land* IV, p*174, 351»passim,$ X, p,21@, Passim? XLI, p*472)* 
He was also often appointed as executor, administrator, or 
appraiser of estates of recently deceased persons, (Archive© 
of Maryland, XV, p«76, 9, 89, passim,)*
In addition to medical and legal practice, Thomas 
Gerard bred cattle and manufactured liquors, especially 
peach brandy, (Beltaell, "Thomas Gerard," Maryland Historical 
Magazine, 19’51p,194), In 1642 he was granted a license to 
kill ©wine, and in 1643 h© sold seventeen swine to the pro­
prietor •© estate, (Archive© of Maryland, IV, p9143-4),
With the exception of the Calvert family Gerard was 
probably the largest land holder in Maryland during his resi­
dence there* st« Clementes Manor, Gerard*© dwelling planta­
tion, originally consisted of 1030 acre© on the Potomac in 
St* Clement*s Hundred, st* Mary1© County* with later grants 
of land the manor included the whole peninsula extending from
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the heed of st* clement*© Bay over to the Wicomico Elver* 
equalling about 11*400 acres* This Included the i-:eron Is­
lands* (selfsell* “Thomaa Gerard,** Maryland Historical 
Magazine* 1951. p#190}« The original acreage was'granted to 
Gerard for transporting himself and five men in 1638 and 
1630* It was surveyed on 2 November 1639 and granted the 
next day, (“St* Maries countie Land Grants* 1636-1658,“ Cal^ 
vert Papers* 880A* p*32)* Gerard had been empowered to hold 
c?ĉtitrti leet and court baron on the manor* (Steiner, “Maryland 
during English Civil wars*1 Ft*I* p,10)* In December 1641 
th© manor m m  resurveyed and on 18 July 1642* it m m  regrant­
ed as a 6000 acre tract* Four thousand acres were due Gerard 
for the transporting of servants, and 2000 were obtained on 
assignment from John Lewger* After Gerard*© death St* cleme­
nt*© Manor was inherited by his eldest son, captain Justinian 
Gerard*
In March 1650/1 Thomas Gerard added the 1500 acres of 
Basford Manor in st* clement*s hundred on the Wicomico Elver 
contiguous to st* clement*s Manor* It was granted to him for 
transporting eight m m  before 1648* (“st* Marie© Countie Land 
Grants, 1636-1658,“ Calvert Paper© S80&* p* 33)* Later the 
manor was resurveyed to contain 4000 acres• After Gerard*® 
death* the Provincial court granted the manor to Gerard*© 
second son Thomas* who sold the entire tract to Governor 
Notlay, (owings, “Manors, •> Maryland Historical Ragaslng. 1938, 
p*3IS)« Also in March 1650/1* Gerard acquired 1600 acres at
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the head of the Wicomico Elver* *w#stwood Manor** in Newport 
Hundred5 Charles County# It wa© granted to Gerart for trans­
porting himself# Ms wife# Ms five children# one gentleman# 
and eight oervants * In 1672 he gave the manor to M s  son 
Thomas# (wst* Maries countie Land Grants# 1636-1638#* Calvert 
papers 830a, p.34» owinge, "Manors," Maryland Historical 
Magazine. 2938, p.319), Gerard also acquired “The Meadows," 
400 acres at the head of the Wicomico Elver in st# nary*© 
"County* This was held by Gerard during his life time# but 
after his death in 1673 the patent was declared illegal and 
the land reverted to the Lord Proprietor# (archives of Mary­
land* LI# p*108—10* 506-7)« Gerard acquired two other tracts 
in 1651® on 28 March# Gerard patented ^Meeiaoeomaeo# " a 
freehold of S00 acres la wieeonloo Hundred# Charles county# 
duo him for transporting five women servant© before 1650#
<*Charles countie Land Grant©#*1 Calvert paper© SECb* p*5}« 
Gerard acquired the other tract# *»st# wyoifred*©#** a free­
hold of undisclosed acreage in August 1651* Later he sold 
it to Mlliam Johnson# (“St® Marie© Countie Land Grants#
1030—10S8#1* calvort Paper© 880a # p«32)*
Than a© Gerard also owned a few ©mall plantation© which 
were not part of his maosivo holding© around st* clamant*a 
Manor# Including **Porke Hall#** a house in st* Mary9© City# 
(Seitsoll# “Thomas Gerard#** paryiand Historical Machine* 1951, 
pel5D* Ho held a freehold of 243 acres “Gerard1 o Freehold#** 
in East st* Kary1© as wall* Ho obtained 200 acres of this
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for transporting two people to Maryland in 1639, and about 
fifty acres more were assigned to him by Ralph Brent# The 
entire tract was surveyed in April 1640 and patented on 5 
December that year# Later the land was forfeited under the 
act for deserted plantations, (**st* Maries countie Land 
Grants, 1636-1658,** Calvert Papers 880A, p«6)# m  May 1664, 
Gerard transferred another plantation in st# Mary’s County 
to Justinian Gerard, but received an annual quit rent for 
it* Six servants were included with this transfer, (Archives 
of Maryland* XLIX, p*578-81}*
Gerard sold or leased several plantations in his st* 
Clement1 s-Wicoraico River holdings to other planters from whom 
he received an annual quit rent, generally two capons and a 
barrel of corn* For example, in 1652 he sold a tract of St* 
Clement’s Manor, **Canow-Heck,n consisting of 800 acres to 
Luke Gardiner* In 1658 Thomas Gerard protested the sale, 
but the Provincial Court awarded Luke Gardiner full posses­
sion, (Archives of Maryland* XLI, p# 143-4)* Also in 1658, 
he sold 300 acres with a house to William Barton, in the St* 
Clement’s Manor area, (Archives of Maryland* XLI, p*188-9)* 
When Thomas Gerard’s eldest daughter, Susanne, married 
Robert Slye, Gerard granted his son-in-law "Bushwood,** a 
1000 acre plantation in St* Clement’s Manor# This planta­
tion was transferred in January 1662/3, (Archives of Maryland 
XLIX, p#573-4} • Later that year Gerard sold "Mannahowicke 
Meek1 in the same manor to Thomas Motley for 13,000 pounds of
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tobacco and payment of an annual quit rent# (Archives of 
Maryland, XLIX* 'p*131). The Provincial Court Records record 
frequent minor land sales and transfers in addition to the 
above.
Gerard left Maryland permanently in 1666* after th© 
death of his wife* to settle at “Gerard• s Preserve*M in 
Westmorland County* Virginia* Ha died in 1673* (Beltzell* 
“Thomas Gerard*1 Maryland Historical Magazine* 1951, p*200-1)*
EDWARD GIBBONS
Edward Gibbons emigrated from England In 1625 with 
Captain Wollaston*© group which settled In New England# 
Gibbons remained in Massachusetts Bay after Wollaston had 
been driven out by the puritans# and in 1629 allied himself 
with the Salem residents# In 1645 he commanded the forces 
of the United New England Colonies against the Warragansett 
Indians# in 1650 Gibbons was elected one of the assistants 
of the Massachusetts Bay Colony# (Steiner, "Maryland under 
the commonwealth,u p#47)*
Sometime during 1650 Gibbon© must have settled in 
Maryland, or made plans to do so, because on 20 January 
1650/1, lord Baltimore commissioned him as a councilor in 
Maryland on the basis of "good experience of the Honour 
Worth and Abilities of Edward Gibbons, Esqr# Major General 
of New England and of his Affection and Good will to the 
prosperity of u© and our Colony# # • * *% (Archives of Mary­
land. ill, p#261) * Gibbons was also commissioned as a 
Justice of the peace and as admiral of Maryland during 
pleasure# Gibbons settled at St* Mary1©* However, he may 
have returned to Massachusetts for a period in 1653, for 
in October 1653 he issued a power of attorney to Daniel1 
Hoare of London for collection of debts in Maryland and
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Virginia in which he styled himself Mof Boston In Hew 
England mercht,M (archives of Maryland» X, p. 307-8) * Later 
he returned to St. Mary#s where he died before 23 august 
1656. a windmill which had belonged to him was assigned to 
the Lord Proprietary in payment of a 100 sterling debt, 
(Archives of Maryland. Ill, p.326-7} XLI, p.251).
There is no evidence to show why Gibbons emigrated to 
Maryland after achieving high rank in Massachusetts. Pos­
sibly he wished to pursue further commercial activity. 
Steinor suggests that this was one of the means by which 
Lord Baltimore was trying to cultivate the Puritan party, 
(Steiner, "Maryland under the Commonwealth,w p.47).
THOMAS GREENE
Thomas Greene was on© of the first wAdventurers1* to 
Maryland# (Letter of Lord Baltimore to Governor and Assemblyf 
17 August 1648# Archives of Maryland, I# p,314), emigrating 
to the new settlement with two servants in 1634# (•'St* Maries 
Countie Land Grants * 1636-1658#* Calvert Papers 880A, p.2) *
He was the first person of standing to marry within the 
province#(Steiner* ^Maryland during English Civil Wars»w 
Pt*II# p* 165/15). Thomas Greene attended the first recorded 
Assembly session held from January to March 1637/8, to which 
all freemen or their appointed proxies had been summoned * 
(Archives of Maryland, I# p*2)* He attended all the ensuing 
sessions until 1648# generally summoned by special writ from 
the Governor# sometimes elected as burgess, occasstonally as 
in the 1640 and 1642 sessions appearing by virtue of both 
special writ and election as burgess# (Archives of Maryland, 
I# p*2#32#88*104#114*116#128)• On 26 August 1644 Greene was 
commissioned by Governor Leonard Calvert as a commissioner 
of the peace for St, Mary*a County* under William Brainth- 
wait© as commander* (Archives of Maryland, ill* p, 150-1), in 
September the same year* Greene was commissioned to the 
council by Lord Baltimore* taking the oath as councilor on 
4 November 1644* (Archives of Maryland, III, p,157-9* 160)•
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Thomas Greene must have been a close and respected 
friend of Governor Leonard Calvert* because Calvert acted as 
godfather to Greene1© second son Leonard* {Archive® of Mary­
land, IV* p,314} * and when the Governor lay dying he request­
ed that Greene serve as governor of Maryland after his death, 
Calvert died on 9 June 1647* and on 10 June Greene became 
governor* on the basis of a commission issued in September 
1644 to Calvert* authorising him to nominate and appoint a 
governor if he should die or be absent from the province* 
(Archive© of Maryland, III* p#187), Greene* although never 
commissioned by the Lord Proprietor, (Owing©, Patronage, 
p,116)* served as governor until superseded by William Stone 
in April 1649, (Archives of Maryland, III, p,230), Under 
Governor Stone, Greene was commissioned as first councilor 
by Lord Baltimore in a commission dated 17 August 1648, 
(Archives of Maryland, X U , p, 211-213). Greene was a Roman 
Catholic, (Owings* Patronage, p,116), and probably because of 
events in England Baltimore may have felt that it would be 
more expedient to appoint a Protestant as governor* Twice 
when Governor Stone left the province he appointed Greene 
deputy governor* from 2 May to July 1649, and again from 
September 1649 to early 1650, (Archives of Maryland, III, 
p,231, 241-2, 149). Although merely interim governor, on 15 
November Greene proclaimed Charles II King and published a 
general pardon to all the inhabitants of Maryland, against 
the advice of Secretary Thomas Hatton, (Archives of Maryland,
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III, p.242, I, p.314)* 'This was an extremely ill-judged 
maneuver because after Charles I was beheaded, Parliament 
declared by ordinance that anyone who proclaimed Charles 
Stuart as King would be judged a traitor# Furthermore,
Lord Baltimore had been carefully maintaining a neutral 
position, which Greene1® rash proclamation destroyed, 
(Steiner, "Maryland under the Commonwealth," p.12-13)* In 
august 1650, Lord Baltimore voided all Greene*s acts as 
governor unless approved by William Stone, and removed 
Greene from the council and all other offices# Lord Balti­
more stated in hi© letter to the Governor and Assembly that 
Greene had “preferred his own ends of lucre and gain before 
our honour and profit#" (Letter of Lord Baltimore to 
Governor Stone and Assembly, 19 August 1650, in Archives of 
Maryland, I, p#313,4)# Lord Baltimore had also heard that 
Greene had used his privilege as a councilor to avoid paying 
hi© debts, (Ibid#, p#317). This dismissal by the Proprietary 
ended Grease’s role in Maryland government# He died around 
January 1651/2, leaving a wife and four sons, (Archives of 
Maryland, X, p,88)#
Thomas Greene was not a large landowner# He owned 
fifty-five acres of townland in East St. Mary1s, “Greene's 
Freehold," which was granted to him for transporting himself 
and two servants to Maryland in 1634, It was surveyed for 
him on 15 October 1639, and was patented five days later, 
(“St# Maries Countie Land Grants, 1636,1658," Calvert Papers
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880A, p’« 2) • Much later# in 1651 he acquired a 500 acre 
freehold "Greene*s Rest1 in st, George1 s Hundred# st* Mary's 
County which was surveyed for him in April and patented by 
his wife on 16 September 1651# ("st* Maries Count!e Land 
Grants# 1636-1658,° Calvert Papers 830A# p*14>*
THOMAS HATTON
Thomas Hatton ©migrated first to Virginia settling in 
Northampton County where he served as under-sheri f f in 1646* 
(Steiner, “Maryland during English Civil Wars,1* Pt* 11, 
p.252-3) • He migrated to Maryland in 1648 with his wife, two 
sons and three white servants, (“Charles Countie land Grants,** 
Calvert Paper© 8808, p*5| Steiner, “Maryland during English 
Civil Wars,•* Pt* II, p*253)• Hatton was a Protestant,
(Owings, Patronage» p,I25), who may have con© from Virginia 
with William Stone* On 12 August 1648 Lord Baltimore appoint­
ed Hatton to the Council, and as secretary of the Province, 
keeper of the acts and proceedings of the Governor and Council, 
registrar of land grants, and judge of probate, (Archives of 
Maryland, III, p,211,217-18), The secretary*© job also in­
cluded that of attorney general and until August 1651, that 
of receiver general as well, (Owings, Patronage, p*125). In 
1649 when Governor William Stone appointed Thomas Greene as 
Interim governor he directed that Hatton should act as governor 
if Greene refused* Greene did act as Governor, but on the 
basis of Stone*s directive, Hatton tried to dissuade Greene 
from proclaiming Charles II King, and reported the action to 
Lord Baltimore, (Archives of Maryland* I, p*313-4)* When 
stone next left Maryland during May and June 1650, he
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appointed Katton interim governor# (Archives of Maryland# 
III# p*255)*
In 1650 Hatton was in great favor both with Governor 
Stone and Lord Baltimore# (Steiner# “Maryland under the 
Commonwealth,w p*44)• In a letter to Governor stone and 
the Assembly of 19 August 1650# Lord Baltimore cleared 
Hatton of charges of alleged anti-Catholic utterances in 
Maryland# and asked that the Council clear Hatton*s name if 
they had not already done so# (Archives of Maryland. III# 
p.318)• In the same letter Lord Baltimore stipulated that 
he be paid the twenty barrels of corn due him from last 
years rent# as well as 2000 pounds of tobacco# because he 
had had to neglect his private affairs in handling the 
public service* Furthermore# if Hatton was too busy as 
secretary to act as attorney general* someone else was to 
be appointed for that office# but if Hatton was willing to 
continue as attorney general he should be granted the fees 
for that office as well* (Archives of Maryland* I* 319)• 
Evidently Hatton continued to act as attorney general be­
cause on 10 January 1650/1* Governor stone signed an order 
providing him with 1000 pounds of tobacco and cask for that 
year* and for each year thereafter while Hatton continued 
as attorney general# (Archives of Maryland * III* p*261)•
In March 1652# when the Parliamentary commissioners 
reconstituted the Maryland government# Thomas Hatton was 
dropped from the Council and secretaryship* although the
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new Council ordered that Hatton might collect back fees due 
him when secretary# (archives of Maryland# 111* p.272). On 
28 June 1652 Hatton was returned to the Council by the 
Parliamentary Commissioners with Stone as Governor# (Archives 
of Maryland. Ill# p.275). He remained in office as councilor 
and provincial secretary until he and Governor stone (with 
most of the Council) were deprived of their offices by the 
Commonwealth Commissioners shortly after 16 July 1654#
(owings# patronage, p.125). Hatton was elected a burgess to 
the 1654 Assembly held under the Puritans# but he and Job 
Chandler refused to sit because of their oaths of allegiance 
to the Lord Proprietary# (Steiner# "Maryland under the 
Commonwealth#" p.79-80)* Hatton was killed at the Battle of 
the Severn on 25 March 1655# while fighting under stone 
against the puritan forces during the civil war between Pro­
prietary supporters and the Puritans of Anne Arundel. The 
next year Baltimore ordered that# if needed# Mrs* Hatton#and 
other widows who had lost their husbands in the civil dis­
turbances # were to be supported from proprietary revenues# 
(Archives of Maryland. Ill# p«326).
Hatton held lands in Calvert and Charles Counties # and 
lived in St. Mary's City, He held two freeholds in the 
Resurrection Hundred# Calvert County# "West and East Frodcham* * 
Cslcl totalling 600 acres. They were surveyed for Hatton in 
April 1652, and patented in July, ("Calvert Countie Land 
Grants#* Calvert Papers# 880C, p.7)• He also held a smaller
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freehold In Calvert County* Nut Cliff®, 150 acres In Blton- 
head Hundred, which was surveyed for lilia ln> 1551,  ̂̂ Cŵwstrîes-
Countie Land Grants,41 Calvert Papers, 880B, p«18), A 500 
acre freehold, "Wiccocomaeo poynt," in Wicomico Hundred,
Charles County, was granted to Hatton for transporting him­
self, family, and servants to the province in 1648« It was*
surveyed and patented for him in August 1650, (1 Charles 
Countie Land Grants,® Calvert Papers, 8808, p*5)« Hatton 
held two parcels of land in Bast st, Mary1©* he purchased 
Pope8s Freehold of 100 acres, and was granted 250 acres on 
Hunting Creeke by warrant in 1651, which was not surveyed for 
him until 1654, (“St* Maries Countie Land Grants, 1636- 
1638,* Calvert Papers, 880A, p«6)•
JEROME HAWLEY
Jerome Hawley emigrated to Maryland with the first 
expedition, arriving in March 1634* Before leaving England, 
he and Thomas Cornwalleys had been appointed commissioners 
by Lord Baltimore under Leonard Calvert as governor*
(Andrews* Colonial Period- of American History# XI, p#286-7) 
He was officially commissioned as a member of the Governor's 
council by Lord Baltimore on 15 April 1637# (Archives of 
Maryland* XXI* p*49-5§)* He was evidently highly esteemed 
in the province* always being first mentioned on the council 
list* (Borman# Hiafepry off Maryland* II* p*92)• He died be­
fore 2 August 1638* (Archives of Maryland* IV* p#39)*
Evidently Hawley was a merchant In Maryland in coopera­
tion with Thomas Cornwall eys and James Neale who was still 
in London* Both sent Hawley consignments of goods* (Archives 
of Maryland* IV# p*58*78)* After Hawley's death, Comwalleys 
acted as the administrator of Hawley's estate in Maryland# 
(Archives of Maryland* IV# p,39*40}• Hawley had rights to 
6000 acres of land which he never took up# but in 1652# the 




Clement Hill of St. Mary's County was the brother-in- 
law of Henry Darnall, and thus a distant connection of the 
third Lord Baltimore* (Owings, Patronage* p.175). He first 
appears in the Maryland records in November 1675, as the 
high sheriff of St* Mary's County, (Archives of Maryland,
XV, p.57)• In 1677, 1679, and 1680, he was commissioned 
as a justice on the County Court of St* Mary' s and in 1678 
he was commissioned to hear debt cases in the County. After 
1680, he was a member of the quorum for the court, (Archives 
of Maryland* XV, p.153,256,326,224)• In May 1685 Hill was 
issued a new commission as a commissioner of the peace and 
a member of the quorum for St. Mary's County Court, (Ar­
chives of Maryland* XVII, p.379), Hill, with some other 
Marylanders, was appointed by the Proprietary in May 1682 to 
meet with officials from Pennsylvania to survey the boundary 
between Maryland and Pennsylvania, (Archives of Maryland, 
XVXI, p.105),
Clement Hill's first major commission came in April 
1685, when h© was commissioned by the council as deputy 
surveyor or examiner general with the same fees as his 
deceased predecessor, (Archives of Maryland, xvu, p.364), 
The surveyor general, Sir William Talbot, Bart,, was an
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absentee in London* On 27 May 1685, Hill was formally 
commissioned deputy surveyor general, (Archives of Maryland* 
XVII, p. 376) * when h© was appointed to the Council in 
November 1685, Hill resigned as surveyor general, (Archives 
of Maryland* xvil, p«466).
In 1678 Clement Hill had been elected burgess to the
October-November Assembly session, and also to the 1681
session, (Archives of Maryland, II, VII, p.134). He was 
returned burgess to both sessions of 1682, and to the 1683 
and 1684 sessions as well, (Archives of Maryland, VII, 
p.290,352,448* XIII, p.6).
when Charles Calvert, Third Lord Baltimore, sent new 
commissions to the deputy governors in Maryland, he appointed 
Clement Hill to the board of deputy governors, and commis­
sioned him as a Provincial Court justice and Councilor of 
State, (Archives of Maryland, XVII, p.426-32). Hill remained 
on the Council until ho, Pye, and Sewall surrendered the 
government during the Protestant Revolution of 1689. Hill was 
reappointed surveyor general by the Royal Government of 24 
January 1693/4, and either held the office until his death, 
or resigned in favor of his nephews shortly before he died
in April 1708, (Owing©, Patronage, p.175)•
WILLIAM JOSEPH
on 3 October 1688, William Joseph presented M s  creden­
tials from Lord Baltimore to the Maryland Council, in the 
letter of introduction to the Council Lord Baltimore stated 
of Joseph that*
I have had so© greats a Caracter and Recommendacon 
that I have thought fit to nominate and appoynt him 
one of my Deputies and to preside upon all occasion 
of business either in my Council or Provincial!Court* *.and accordingly have nsmed him first of my 
Commission**.that he may act as*,*the first of my 
Deputies and to preside in Courts and Councils untill 
such time as I cann be with you in person myself*
(Archives of Maryland* VIII, p.42)
It is not know what Joseph1© background was nor by what 
means he cam© to Lord Baltimore*® attention and favor*
On 14 November Joseph presided over his first Assembly 
session and in his opening address expressed his views on 
government* He was an adherent of strong prerogatives for 
King and Proprietor with the desire to enforce proprietary 
prerogatives in Maryland, (Archives of Maryland, v m ,  p*147f 
Andrews, Colonial Period of American History* 11, p#368-9), 
Specifically he stated that the Maryland colonists were to 
pay without complaint all proprietary dues, and added sev­
eral moral admonitions, (Archives of Maryland* VIII, p, 147-53) • 
This was not the speech of a man fit to cope with the rapidly 
worsening political situation in Maryland* The small land-
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holders* mainly Protestants, suspicious of the conservative 
bias of Joseph and the Catholic councilors, banded together 
under John C9ode to force surrender of the proprietary govern­
ment in Maryland to the “Association of Protestant Freemen* 
on 1 August 1689. This ended William Josephfs term of office 
in Maryland, and the proprietary government as well# Joseph 
took refuge in Virginia with William Digges, (Andrews,
Colonial Period of American History. II, p#377), and dropped 
out of the Maryland records completely.
JOHN LANGFORD
John Langford, one of the earliest settlers in Mary­
land, first appears in the records as a freeman at the 
January-March 1637/8 Assembly* At this time he was high 
constable of Kent Island, (Archives of Maryland, I, p*6),
In February 1637/8 he was commissioned as sheriff and 
coroner on the Island, (Archives of Maryland, III, p.63)•
On 24 March 1641 Lord Baltimore commissioned Langford as 
surveyor general for life to exercise the office by him­
self or deputy, (Archives of Maryland, III, p,101)• No 
other life appointments to office were made in Maryland 
during the seventeenth century* After 1648 when Langford 
ceased to act as surveyor, a “saddle* of 10 per year was 
paid to him by his successor in that office, (Owings, 
Patronage, p,171), The next year, on 5 September 1642,
Lord Baltimore appointed him as councilor, justice, and 
commissioner of the peace in Maryland, (Archives of Mary­
land, III, p*114-16), As a councilor Langford was summoned 
by special writ to the March 1642/3 Assembly, (Archives of 
Maryland, I, p*114i IV, p,190)• In addition to work as 
councilor and surveyor, Langford occasionally acted as an 
attorney in Maryland for various London merchants, (Ar­
chives of Maryland, IV, p,188-9)• Langford left Maryland
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sometime In 1644* (Archives of Maryland, IV, p,238; Steiner, 
•’Maryland during English Civil Wars,*1 Pt.II, p,192)*
However, after returning to England, Langford did not 
sever relations with Maryland, when the Commonwealth 
Commissioners had taken over Maryland, Langford published 
a pamphlet, *’A Just and Cleere Refutation of a false and 
scandalous Pamphlet, Entituled Babylan*s Fall in Maryland 
&c. ,.,** (Reprinted in narrative of Early Maryland, p.254- 
275), In this tract he stated that he had known and been 
employed by Lord Baltimore on Provincial affairs in Mary­
land and England for over twenty years. He presented 
Lord Baltimore#s side of the controversy in Maryland, 
defending the oath of fidelity to the Lord Proprietary and 
mentioning the 1649 Act Concerning Religion, Steiner notes 
that It was a calm, well balanced narrative of events In 
Maryland before July 1654, (Steiner, “Maryland under the 
Commonwealth,* p,86-7)•
In 1656, possibly because of his able support, Lord 
Baltimore granted John Langford 1500 acres of land in 
Maryland, (Archives of Maryland, III, p*325-6).
JOHN LEWGER
John Lewger arrived in Maryland on 28 November, 1637, 
after being commissioned in England by Lord Baltimore as a 
Member of the Governor1® Council, secretary and keeper of 
the acts of governor and Council, collector and receiver of 
proprietary rents, revenues, and customs within Maryland, 
(Archives of Maryland, III, p.53,4). In January 1637/8, 
Calvert appointed Lewger judge of probate and conservator 
of the peace in St* Mary1®, having “especlall trust and 
confidence in (Lewger's) faithful and provident circum­
spection,*1 (Archives of Maryland* III, p.6o,l)• Twice in 
1638 he was appointed deputy governor by Calvert during 
his absence from Maryland, (Archives of Maryland, III, 
p*64-5,71), In March 1638/9 Lewger was recommissioned as 
secretary and councilor and was sworn in as such on 20 
March, 1638/9, (Archives of Maryland, ill, p.85)* In 1643 
he was recommissioned in all his offices by Lord Baltimore, 
(Archives of Maryland, ill, p*116)• With Governor Brent 
and the other councilors, Lewger was appointed a commission­
er of the Proprietary treasury in Maryland, on 18 November 
1643, (Archives of Maryland, 111, p.140-43)* He also acted 
as attorney general, (Archives of Maryland, iv, p*232,261, 
passimi LI1I, p*xliii)• Although Attorney General,Lewger
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occasionally acted as attorney for other planters in court, 
(Archives of Maryland» IV, p*126)*
In 1644, while Governor Brent was out of Maryland,
Lewger sent Captain Fleet as ambassador to an Indian Council 
at Piscataway, issuing the commission to Fleet in Brent*© 
name, Brent, annoyed by this assumption of authority, sus­
pended Let-jger from the Council, “and all other offices and 
degnities thereupon depending*" Lewger was also stripped of 
judiciary functions, (Archives of Maryland* III, p*151)•
When Leonard Calvert returned to the Province that fall, he 
brought new commission© for Lewger a© councilor, secretary, 
judge of probate, attorney general, recorder of land grants, 
etc*, (Archives of Maryland* III, p*157-8) * In November 
1644, when Calvert sent out writs for an Assembly to be held 
in December, he authorized Lewger to prorogue the Assembly 
and to act as Commander of St* Mary*© should Governor 
Leonard Calvert be absent on the opening day of the Assembly, 
(Archives of Maryland* I, p,202}«
In 1645 Lewger was seised and held prisoner by Richard 
Ingle during the "Plundering Time*" Eventually Ingle trans­
ported him, and other captives (including Giles Brent) to 
England where they were set free. With the others, Lewger 
instituted an Admiralty suit against the activities of Ingle*s 
ship and a chancery suit against Ingle* No decision was 
recorded, (Steiner, "Maryland during English Civil Wars,"
Pt« II, p»204-5), In England Lewger took orders as a priest
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before returning to Maryland in the autumn of 1647* He 
left Maryland for permanent residence in England in October 
1648* His son, John, remained in the colony* Lewger became 
chaplain to Lord Baltimore, residing in Baltimore’s house 
near London* He died while giving aid to plague victims in 
1665,
Because he transported several people to Maryland,
Lewger was entitled to large amounts of land, some of his 
land rights were claimed by his son after Lewger left the 
Province. In 1634 in addition to transporting himself, his 
wife, and son, he transported twenty-four others, most of 
whom were servants, (Bozman, History of Maryland, II, p.46)• 
Lewger thus gained land rights which were inherited by his 
son who transferred most of the land to others in payment of 
debts, (“St. Maries Countie Land Grants, 1636-1658,**
Calvert Papers 880A, p.22* Archives of Maryland, LIII, p.283, 
352,4), Lewger actually did not exploit much land while in 
Maryland. Ho held a freehold of 200 acres of town land in 
East St. Mary’s,“St. Johns,"which was surveyed and patented 
for him in 1639. In 1643 he transferred this freehold, with 
housing, to Thomas Cornwalleys in payment of a debt of 
10,000 pounds of tobacco, on 24 April 1643, After Lewger 
had left the Province, all his property in Maryland was trans­
ferred to Richard Bennett, merchant, in payment of debts• 
Later, in 1661, Lord Baltimore granted St. Barbara’s Manor 
to Lewger. It was a tract of 1,000 acres on the Piscataway
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(i.e* Potomac) in Charles County, granted for Lewger*s ten 
years of service in Maryland* Lewger left it to his sons, 
(Owings, "Manors,M Maryland Historical Magazine, 1938, 
p.328-9).
EDWARD LLOYD
Edward Lloyd was one of the leaders of the Puritan 
emigration from Virginia to Maryland in 1649-50, {Archives 
of Maryland* LIV, xxiii) • In July 1650, Governor Stone 
appointed him commander of the newly erected Anne Arundel 
County, site of the Puritan settlement in Maryland, (Arch­
ives of Maryland. HI, p*257). In a separate proclamation 
Stone authorized Lloyd as commander to grant land warrants 
within his county. In 1652 Lloyd lost this power as the 
county commanders had been too slow in returning warrants 
to St. Mary's, (Archives of Maryland. Ill, p.299-1).
As commander Lloyd acted as spokesman for the Puritans 
in 1651 by writing a letter to the March 1650/1 Assembly in 
which he refused to send burgesses on the basis of reports 
that Lord Baltimore's patent would be dissolved, and there­
fore until they heard further word from England they would 
not know what action to take, (Steiner, “Maryland under the 
Commonwealth,w p.43)• By this action Lloyd incurred the 
severe dissatisfaction of Lord Baltimore, who repudiated the 
letter in instructions sent to Governor Stone and the 
Assembly in August 1651. However, Lord Baltimore mentioned 
in the letter that he had taken steps to clear up the mis­
understanding, (Archives of Maryland. I, p.327). in January 
1653/4, Edward Lloyd and seventy-seven other planters and
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freemen from the Severn Elver area complained by letter to 
the Parliamentary commissioners* Richard Bennett and William 
Claiborne* against the oath of fidelity to the Lord Proprie­
tary which Governor Stone was demanding* (Steiner* "Maryland 
under the Commonwealth,M p*76)• In duly, when the Puritan 
commissioners again reconstituted the Maryland government, 
Lloyd was appointed to the Council as one of the three members 
necessary for a quorum, {Archives of Maryland* III, p*312-3}, 
(Owings, Patronage* P.117)* In this capacity he was present 
when the Puritans surrendered the government to Lord Balti­
more^ appointee, Governor Joslas Fendall, on 22 I'arch 
1657/8, (Archives of Maryland* ill, p*335)•
In April 1658 Lloyd was elected burgess from Anne Arundel 
County Court, {Archives of Maryland* 111, p*342)• In July, 
when Governor Fendall came to Anne Arundel to preside at a 
court session there, he appointed Lloyd a councilor® Lloyd 
was immediately sworn in, and went immediately to assist the 
Governor at the County Court, (Archives of Maryland* III, p* 
352)• From 1657 until 1661 Lloyd also sat as head of the Kent 
County court by virtue of his commission as a councilor, 
(Archives of Maryland * HV, p*10,121,154,225,233}• When part 
of Kent County was formed into Talbot County early in 1662, 
Lloyd became presiding justice of the Talbot County Court, 
sitting with that court until 1658, when he left the province 
for permanent residence in England, (Archives of Maryland* LIV, 
jociii, p*359, 392 passim)• He remained on the Council until
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16531 his appointment was reconfirmed once by the Lord 
Proprietor in 1665, (Archives of Maryland, XV® p.6-8) •
Although Edward Lloyd settled first in Anne Arundel 
County, he began to acquire several parcels of land on the 
Wye River, (XLI,p486), and named his estate there MWye.w 
It was in the section of Kent County which became Talbot 
County early in 1662, (Archives of Maryland, LIV, xxiil, 
xx)• In 1663 he sold 200 acres of land on the Choptank 
River, (Archives of Maryland, XLIX, p,91-2)•
VINCENT LOWE
Vincent Lowe was a Ewan Catholic and the brother of 
the second Lady Baltimore, the former Jane Lowe Sewall,
(Owings, “Manors,** Maryland Historical Magazine, 1938, p«325f 
Andrew* , SPlm&ltl Period gf American History, II, p.377).
Lowe lived in Talbot County, and commanded the "foote** there 
as colonel, (Archives of Maryland* Vf p*309) * He was appoint­
ed attorney general in December 1670, but resigned soon after 
to become sheriff of Talbot county, (Owlngs, Patronage, p«I33)• 
on 27 March 1679 Lowe was appointed surveyor general by his 
brother-in-law, Lord Baltimore, and on 5 June was sworn in as 
a councilor of state, (Archives of Maryland, xv, p*253-4)*
Two days later Lowe was given a commission as justice of the 
peace for the trial of cases in Talbot county, and was a mem­
ber of the quorum of the Court, (Archives of Maryland* XV, 
p* 254)» Lowe remained surveyor general until 1683 when he was 
displaced to provide room for Col, William Talbot, (Owlngs, 
Patronage* p.171).
When Lord Baltimore prepared to leave the colony in May 
1684, he commissioned Lowe a deputy governor, Provincial Court 
justice and councilor of state, ( Archives of Maryland * XVII, 
p. 247-53). A new commission from Lord Baltimore in England 
confirmed his appointments effective 28 November 1685* This
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commission made Lowe a quorum member of the Provincial Court, 
(M$H3<Sm s£. ygt£Xk*S£.* XV*** p.426-32). After Clement Hill 
resigned as deputy surveyor general, Lowe was appointed in his 
place by Lord Baltimore in a commission which also became 
effective on 28 November 1685, (Archives pf Maryland* XVII, 
p.436-7). He last attended a Council meeting on 10 April 1688# 
Lowe was Lord of a manor in Talbot county, "Grafton," 
1000 acres on the North side of the Choptank River, which was 
given to him by Lord Baltimore in 1673« Lowe died without 
issue in 1692# (Owlngs, "Manors,* Maryland Historical 
Magazine. 1938, p.325)*
mitoiejul
William Mitchell left, England for Maryland la early 
September 1651# Prior to leaving ho had informed lord 
Baltimore of his intention to transport himself, family# 
artificers, workmen, and servants to settle a "considerable 
Plantation" for which purpose he had procured extensive 
provisions and ammunition# lord Baltimore, "having Oood 
Experience of the honour worth and good Activities,«# and 
reposing special trust and confidence in his wisdeosn 
diligence and Experience"coroissioned Mitchell a councilor 
and Justice of the peace on 4 March 1649/50# and sent the 
commission from England to Maryland before Mitchell arrived, 
<&£g&£SS M  msxissi* p«2S0—1)» Lows Baltimore had
also given Mitchell a special warrant in January 1649/50, for 
a manor of 3000 acres with the stipulation that 100 acre® 
should be deducted for each person lacking to make thirty 
the number to those whom he transported to Maryland, (Steiner, 
"Maryland under the commonwealth,M p#39) # in August 1651, on 
the basis of reports from Maryland about Mitchell*® "scan** 
dalou® life" in the province, lord Baltimore removed Mitchell 
from the Council, (Archives of Maryland. I, p.333),
In June 1652 Mitchell was charged with murder, atheism, 
adultery and attempted abortion with susan warren#and fornl**
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cation with "his pretended wife Joan,t (Archives of Maryland.
X, p.173*83). He also had mistreated some of his servants, 
and had attempted to ©ell as indentured servant© two women 
who were not servants, (Archives of Maryland, x, p.388*9, 446). 
Mitchell was imprisoned in the common jail while charged, but 
was released after the charges against him were dropped, 
(Archive© of Maryland, X, p.182*3) . Although no longer a 
councilor, Mitchell occasionally acted a© attorney for other 
planters until 1657, when Coursey had him disbarred on the 
basis of the English statute, third James l, and Mitchell*s 
prior promise that he would not appear in court except in 
cases concerning himself, (Archives of Maryland. XIX, p. 10*11). 
Except for occasional trips to England, Mitchell remained in 
Maryland until his death in April 1659, (Archives of Maryland 
XIX, p.301),
Mitchell settled his plantation in Calvert County, but 
in February 1658/9, two attachments were granted against the 
estate in response to two debt suits.
JAMES NEALE
James Neal©, of Wolleston in Northampton County, England, 
©migrated to Maryland about 1641 after spending several years 
as a merchant in Lisbon, (Owlngs# “Manors#1 Maryland Bistort** 
cat Magazine, 1938# p,315}« Neale was sworn in as councilor 
on 15 April 1643# after receiving a commission as a Council 
member from Lord Baltimore# (Archives of Maryland, 111# p+131) • 
In November 1643# Lord Baltimore commissioned Neale as one of 
his commissloners of the treasury in Maryland# (Archives of 
Maryland, IV, p*140}« In February 1643/4# Lt, aeneral Brent 
suspended Neale from the Council because he was charged as 
an accessory to the escape of Richard Ingle from imprisonment 
in January 1643/4, In March# the charges against Neale were 
dropped for lack of proof # and he was reinstated as a counci** 
lor, (Archives of Maryland, IV# p,250-2# 258),
In addition to running a plantation Neale practiced as 
an attorney before the Provincial Court and occasionally sat 
as a juror# (Archives of Maryland, IV# p,155#170#203), His 
main activity# however# was probably mercantile. In the sum­
mer of 1642 Neale went to Boston with two pinnaces of c>ĉ m f rofto 
Calvert, He was supposed to buy mares and sheep to be paid 
for with bills drawn on Lord Baltimore, None of the New Eng­
landers would accept the bills so that Neale*s expedition
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failed# (stelner* “Maryland during English Civil wars,*1 
Ft# It, p*157)• In 1644 Neale left Maryland* (Archives of 
Maryland# XLX* p#481)«
Neale did not return to Maryland until 1661* when he 
decided to settle his estate* (Ibid*)♦ Prior to his return 
in January 1659/60# lord Baltimore gave him a permit to 
repossess any lands to which he had rightful claims * upon 
payment of the arrears due in quit rents # (Archives of Mary­
land# XXI* p#386)# On October 1661* Neale was sworn in as 
a councilor# (Archives of Maryland* III, p.434)* He sat on 
the St* Mary#B County Court until the area in which his 
plantation was located was erected into Charles County* after 
which he occasionally was a councilor on the Charles County 
Court# (Archives of Maryland* 1XXX* p*4#59,223* passim*),
He resumed practice as an attorney before both the Provincial 
and Charles County courts* (Archives of Maryland# XLIX*p48| 
1XXI* p*366#393)# After 1662 Neale no longer sat with the 
Council# although in May 1666 he was returned burgess from 
Charles County# (Archives op Maryland* XX* p*8)* Neale died 
in 1684* (Owlngs# “Manors * * Maryland Historical Magazine* 1938# 
p.315)*
Neale*s land holdings in Maryland consisted of wolleston 
Manor# 2000 acres on the Potomac in Wicomico Hundred# Charles 
County* It was surveyed and patented for Neale in 1642# When 
Neale returned to Maryland in 1661 he built a manor house on 
the estate* In 1674 the manor was resurveyed for 1667 acres *
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(Archives of Maryland* II, p.8). Neale also held extensive 
lands in Virginia# (Archives off Maryland. x u y p.508)*
JOHN PILE, PILLS
John Pile emigrated to Maryland sometime before 1648, 
when he was commissioned a councilor and justice of the peace 
in Maryland by Lord Baltimore on 12 August 1648, (Archives of 
Maryland, III, p*211-213)• Pile acted as councilor and 
Provincial court Justice until 16S2, (Archives of Maryland,
X, p«15, 140, passim) • In 165S under the puritan Government 
Pile acknowledged in Court that he was a Homan Catholic, 
believing in the supremacy of the Pope, Unlike several other 
former councilors Who were Roman Catholics, Pile was not 
fined, (Archives of Maryland, X, p,423) # Although he contin­
ued to reside in Maryland, Pile evidently held no public 
office after 1652, when he had been displaced by the Common­
wealth Commissioners♦
Pile was not a large land holder* He held land in New 
Town and Port Tobacco which he sold in 1651, (Archives of 
Maryland, X, p,119). Later he obtained 300 acres of land in 
New Town Hundred, by purchase or assignment from three men, 
including John Lewger, The land “Rackoone Poynt,“ and Piles 
“Woodland,1* was surveyed and patented in September 1653,
(“St, Maries Countie Land Grants, 1636-1658,“ Calvert Papers 
880a , p,23)* A proprietary warrant of October 1653 entitled 
Pile to 400 acres of land which he took in St# Clement1s
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Hundred, St* Mary’s County. This freehold, "Sarum,** was 
surveyed and patented for Pile in 1658, (wSt. Maries Countie 
i*and Grants, 1636-1658,w Calvert Papers 880A, p.34). After 
Pile’s death, hi© ©on added additional acreage to Sarum, and 
in 1880 it was erected as a manor.
JOHtf PmxCE
John Price emigrated to Maryland before 1.642# Whoa ho 
wa® listed a® a resident of St# Mary8© county# {Archives of 
Maryland* xxx# p.120)# Possibly he had had prior military 
experience because in oune 1644# he acted a© advisor for 
negotiations with the susquehannock Indians# (tocMves of 
Maryland* ill# p»150)0 By 164? Captain Price had hem 
appointed commander of St# intgoa*® fort# and probably in 
this edacity he led several e&speditions against the Indian© 
in 1647 and 1640, (Archives of Maryland, ill, p.191-2; IV, 
p.313,373). The following year on 12 August. 1648, Lora 
Baltimore commissioned Price as the muster master general in 
Maryland* in that commission Lord Baltimore cited price*© 
great fidelity and service© during ingle*© Rebellion# (arch*
ism s£ MaszissS# zv, p.zis).
That same day When Lord Baltimore issued a new comml s~ 
©ion to all previous Council members# he commissioned Price 
ae a councilor, (Archives s£ B2SS&SB&* ***» p.211-13)« This 
appointment must have been made on the basis of price*© 
action during the Rebellion* unlike the other councilors 
he was not a styled gentleman* nor was he a large landowner# 
He was one of the few office holder© in seventeenth century 
Maryland Who could not write* (He signed a bill of exchange
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with bis mark, Archives of Maryland, IV, p,535)* Price 
sat with the Council and Provincial Court until be was re­
moved from office by the Parliamentary Commissioners in 
March 1652, With Governor Stone and Thomas Hatton, he was 
restored to the Council by the Puritan commissioners on 28 
June 1652, (Archives of Maryland, III, p,275)• Price, 
with the rest of the Council, was again removed from office 
by the Parliamentary commissioners in July 1654, Price 
fought under Stone during the Battle of the Severn and was 
taken prisoner along with Governor Stone and other Coun­
cilors, He was condemned to death by the Puritans, but was 
released later, (Steiner, “Maryland under the Commonwealth,M 
p.99), Instead of the death penalty, he was fined 30,000 
pounds of tobacco by the Puritan government for his support 
of Governor Stone, (Archives of Maryland, x, p.425)• In 
October 1655 Price pleaded that he was MantientM and that 
his estate was unable to pay the fine* The court lessened 
the fine to 10,000 pounds of tobacco, but provided that in 
case of default of payment, Price would be liable for the 
entire sum, (Ibid*)*
when Lord Baltimore issued new commissions for the 
government of Maryland, Price was returned to the Council, 
Archives of Maryland, III, p,323)• In 1658, he had become 
a colonel commanding the Maryland forces, (Archives of 
Maryland, XLI, p.141), John Price died late in 1661 or 
early in 1662, (Archives of Maryland, XLI, p,520)•
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John Brice held lands in St. Mary's County, and owned 
a plantation in Charles county, (Archives of Maryland.
XLI, p.507) • By marriage to the Widow Bushel 1, h© acquired 
a 150 acre freehold, "BushelIs Rest," in St. George's 
Hundred, St. Mary's County. Also in St. George's Hundred 
he owned a freehold of 200 acres which was surveyed for him 
in October 1650, ("St. Maries Countie Land Grants, 1636-1658," 
Calvert Papers 880A, p.24)«
EDWARD PYE
On 29 September 1683 Edward Pye was sworn in as a 
councilor by Lord Baltimore, (Archives of Maryland, XVII, 
p,176), an appointment which was possibly due to Pye*s 
marriage to Ann Sewall, the widow of Benjamin Rozer and 
the stepdaughter of Charles Calvert, Third Baron Baltimore, 
Pye was undoubtedly a Roman Catholic, (Andrews, Colonial 
Period of American History, IX, p.377), In May 1684 Lord 
Baltimore commissioned Pye a deputy governor, provincial 
court justice, and councilor of state, (Archives of Mary­
land, XVIII, p*247-52)• That fall Pye became very sick, 
and wrote to the Council on 2 October 1684, that he was 
unable to come up for Council meetings; 141 wish I were 
with your Honors that I might improve my self in order to 
serve my Lord in Courti but the Pyes wings are dipt, which 
I hope your Honors have the nobleness to pi tty, rather than 
to condemn me of any neglect," (Archives of Maryland, XVII, 
p* 276-8), In May 1685 Pye was again attending Council 
meetings, but he was probably not an influential councilor, 
and had not been given any executive post by Lord Baltimore, 
In June Pye was commissioned colonel of the foot militia of 
Charles County, (Archives of Maryland, XVII, p,390), In 
November 1685, Baltimore in England sent out new commissions
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for him as councilor and Provincial Court justice# but Pye 
was not named to the Board of Deputy Governors# (Archives of 
Maryland, XVII# p,431-3)* Pye attended council meetings 
infrequently until August 1689 when he was one of the 
councilors who signed the surrender of government to the 
Protestant freemen, (Archives of Maryland, VIII, p.108).
BENJAMIN ROZER
Benjamin Rozer emigrated to Maryland in 1661 or 1662, 
because according to his own account given in March 1678/9, 
he had been in Maryland seventeen years, (Archives of Mary­
land, XV, p. 234-5j C*M. Andrews states that Rosser arrived 
in 1661, colonial Period of American History, II, p»377)♦
Rozer, although a Protestant, married Ann Bewail, one of the 
stepdaughters of Governor Charles Calvert, (Archives of 
Maryland# V, p.309j Andrews, Colonial Period of American 
History# II, p,377).
In Maryland Rozer became a merchant, in addition to 
practicing law for which he had been trained in England, 
(Owings, ^Manors, * Maryland Historical Magazine, 1938, p, 329). 
Rozer must have impressed Charles Calvert and the Provincial 
Court with his legal competence because in May 1676, the 
Court assigned him as defnese counsel during the impeachment 
of Thomas Trueman (q,v.), (Archives of Maryland, v, p,494)*
The next year, on 15 April, 1677, Rozer was commissioned 
high sheriff of Charles County, a post which he held until 
after 1675, (Archives of Maryland, v, p,4i II, p.55* XV, p*92)» 
Rozer•s first appointment from the Lord Proprietor came in 
June 1676 when he and Governor Not ley were appointed joint 
receivers and collectors of the proprietary revenues in
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Maryland, (Archives of Maryland, XV, p,119-20)• This 
appointment: ended when Lord Baltimore returned to Maryland 
early in 1679, and acted as his own receiver and collector, 
(owlngs, Patronage, p,166),
In April 1677, Benjamin Rozer was appointed to the 
Council, and took his seat on 3 April, (Archives of Maryland, 
XV, p.149)• He ©at on the Council until 16 April 1681, which 
was the last Council session at which he was listed present, 
(Archives of Maryland, XV, passim,)»
HENRY SEWALL
Henry sewall bad lived in Warwickshire and London, be­
fore emigrating from England to Maryland* He was granted a 
special commission by Lord Baltimore dated 20 Alignst 1661, as 
principal secretary and councilor of state., CArchives of Mary** 
land, ill, p*430-401 owings, ^Manors,® Maryland Historical 
Magazine* 1938, p*320)♦ sewall arrived in Maryland before 26 
November 1861, when be presented bis commissions and took the 
oathes of secretary and councilor, {Archives of Maryland,
XLI, p*493)♦ His commission as secretary empowered sewall to 
roister land grantsj record wills and inventories-, and grant 
letters of administration Ci*e, act as Judge of Probate), and 
sign land grants and marriage licensee anytime Calvert was 
absent from st* Mary1©, (Archives of Maryland» tn, p.444), 
Sewall kept bis offices until hi© death in April 1665, (Ar­
chives of Maryland * V, p*24$ Owings, Patronage* p.125).
sewall became a close friend of Governor Charles Calvert, 
after be came to Maryland* Sewall bad married, dan© Lowe, the 
sister of Vincent Lowe, and like Lowe was a Roman Catholic* 
After Sewall*s death Charles Calvert married Jane Lowe sewall, 
thus acquiring a stepson and four stepdaughters. Calvert 
found husbands for the daughters and further provided all the 
husbands with offices in Maryland, (Andrews, Colonial Period 
of American History* II, p*376>#
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Although ho was in Maryland for only five years sewall 
amassed considerable land holdings# He patented a grant 
from lord Baltimore# wGreat sltonhead Manor, “ 5000 acres on 
the northern side of the Patuxent Elver mouth in sltonhead 
Hundred on 20 October 1663# on 23 July 1664, Sewall sold 
the manor to Samuel Grooms# Mariner# for £120# (Archives of 
Maryland:, xlix, p*347-50s 436-71 owing©# “Manors#1 Maryland 
Historical Macasine. 1938# p#32d)« Sewall lived at 
Mattaponny sewall# a manor of 1000 acres on the south side 
of the Patuxent Elver in Harvey Hundred# st# Mary*© county# 
The manor had been surveyed for Charles Calvert on 1 May 
1663# but on the next day# Calvert granted it to Sewall# 
After hi© death the manor was regranted as a 1200 acre 
tract to Jane sewall before her marriage to Charles Calvert# 
(Owings, "Manors," Maryland Historical Magazine, 1938, 
p.329).
NICHOLAS SEWALL
Nicholas Sewall was the son of Henry Sewall and the 
stepson of Charles Calvert, Third Lord Baltimore* Like most 
of the Calvert connections, Sewall was a Roman Catholic. In 
addition to being related to the proprietary family, he was 
related to Councilor William Burgess (q.v.) by marriage to 
Burgess• daughter, (Andrews, Colonial Period of American 
History. IX, p.377-8), and was also the brother-in-1aw of 
Councilor William Digges (q.v.), Owings, Patronage, p.127).
Sewall joined the Provincial government as a member of 
the Upper House of the Assembly to which he was summoned by 
special writ for the session of October-November 1682, (Ar­
chives of Maryland. VII, p.33)• He did not take the oath 
as a councilor until 5 February 1682/3. At this time he was 
also appointed secretary jointly with John Darnall, (Archives 
of Maryland. XVII, p.131). In June he was sworn in as a 
Provincial court justice, (Archives of Maryland. XVII, p.144)• 
After the death of John Darnall, Sewall acted as sole secre­
tary until he was recommissioned as secretary in a joint 
appointment with William Digges by a commission from Lord 
Baltimore which became effective on 28 November 1635, (Ar­
chives of Maryland. XVII, p.433-4). Before leaving Maryland 
on 8 May 1684, Lord Baltimore commissioned Sewall one of the
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deputy governors, provincial Court Justice, and councilor* 
Sewall was also created Land Council commissioner and was 
to grant writs of assistance to the Royal collectors by 
virtue of his appointment as Proprietary Customs collector, 
(Archives of Maryland, XVII, p.147-62)* In December 1684 
the Board of Deputy Governors ordered Sewall to act as 
interim Royal Customs collector until a new royal collector 
could be sent over to replace the former crown appointee 
who had been murdered by George Talbot (q*v*) * In the 
summer of 1685, Sewall was ordered to stop collecting the 
Royal duties by the Customs commissioners, (Owings,
Patronage* p.179).
In addition to a new commission as joint secretary, 
Sewall received on 28 November 1685, new commissions as 
deputy governor (and quorum member), Provincial Court 
justice, and councilor (also a quorum member), (Archives of 
Maryland* XVII, p.426-32). Sewall continued in his various 
offices until he was removed by the Committee of the Pro­
testant Freemen to whom he, with councilors Pye and Hill, 
had surrendered the government of Maryland at Mattapanny on 
1 August 1689, (Owings, Patronage, p*I26)* Sewall remained 
in Maryland in St* Mary's, (Andrews, Colonial Period of 
American History* II, p.377-8)• In 1684 Nicholas Sewall was 
given the “Manor of Charles's Gift,** the former “Little 
Bltonhead Manor, “ by his mother* The 2000 acre manor had 
been presented by Charles, Lord Baltimore, to his second wife,
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Lady Jane Sewall Baltimore* with reversion to Nicholas* 
Sewall also inherited his father1s manor of "MattapAnny 
Sewall**• of about 1200 acres in St. Mary*s County* (Owings* 
"Manors* *’ Maryland Historical Magazine* 1938* p* 316* 329).
WILLIAM STEVENS* STEPHENS
The name William Stevens first appears in the Maryland 
records in 1651* with a grant of 100 acre freehold in Elton- 
head Hundred of Calvert County* due Stevens for transporting 
his son, probably William who became councilor* into the 
province* The freehold was inherited by councilor William 
Stevens, (“Calvert Countie Land Grants," Calvert Papers,
800C, p*16)» However, councilor Stevens later lived in 
Dorchester and somerset Counties.
Stevens* first experience in government began on the 
county level, when he was commissioned a justice of the peace 
and quorum member of the Dorchester County Court on 4 June 
1674* He was recommissioned as a Dorchester Court judge on 
2 March 1675/6, 9 August 1676, 7 June 1679, 13 December 1680, 
(Archives of Maryland * XV, p*38,69,131,254,326)• He also sat 
as a justice of the peace and quorum member of the Somerset 
County Court, beginning with a commission of 6 June 1676* He 
was recommissioned as a member of the Somerset Court on 8 
March 1678/9, and again on 23 February 1679/80, (Archives of 
Maryland. XV, p.77,216,275). He also acted as coroner in 
both Dorchester and Somerset* After he was appointed coun­
cilor, Stevens continued to sit on the County Courts and was 
appointed a member of two special commissions* On 20 August
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1684# he was one of the commission named by the Governor #s 
Council to inspect town sites in Somerset County convenient 
for trade# and was ordered to report back to the Council# 
(Archives of Maryland» xvil, p»284)• In 1684 he was also a 
member of a commission set up to determine the boundaries 
of somerset and Dorchester Counties# (Ibid*# p*287)
Stevens also had had experience both as a militia 
officer and Indian negotiator# On 17 February 1677/8, he was 
appointed to investigate a murder of a settler by Indians In 
somerset County# (Archives of Maryland, XV# p* 162-3) * After 
his council appointment# Stevens# on 23 August 1681# was 
instructed by Lord Baltimore to negotiate with the northern 
Indians in New York on a general peace mission with Henry 
Coursey# (Archives of Maryland, XVII, p.7)* In May 1686# he 
was ordered to Investigate a murder by Indians in Dorchester 
County* Probably as an outgrowth of that incident# on 7 May 
1686# Stevens was appointed a commissioner to determine what 
lands belonged to the Eastern Shore Indians and to see what 
could be done to redress their grievances# (Archives of
commander of the cavalry forces of somerset and Dorchester 
Counties# (Archives of Maryland* XVII# p*68).
On 7 October 1678# Stevens was sworn a member of the 
Governor's Council# (Archives of Maryland* XV# p*260)* Before 
Lord Baltimore left for England# in May 1684# he commissioned 
Stevens as a deputy governor# Provincial Court justice# and
# V# p*475)* From January 1681/2# Stevens had been
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councilor# (Archives of Maryland» XVII# p.247-53)* In 
December 1684# Stevens was ordered by the Board of Deputy 
Governors to collect the Royal customs until a replacement 
could be named for the murdered Royal customs collector# 
(Ibid# p#327). Stevens was recomroissioned in a proprietary 
commission of 28 November, 1685# as councilor# deputy 
governor# and Provincial Court justice# but was not sworn 
in until 4 March 1685/6# when he took his seat# (Archives 
of Maryland« XVII# p#426~32# 461)# Stevens remained on the 
Council and Board of Deputy Governors until September 1687# 
when he was dropped from the Council attendance record#
of Maryland# XVII, passim* )•
WILLIAM STONE
William Eton© was bora in England in 1603* He emigrated 
to Virginia before be was thirty* In 1635 he was a vestry­
man in Aceomac County* By 1646 he had moved to Northampton 
County where he was sheriff* (Steiner* “Maryland during 
English Civil Wars *1 Pte II* p«252)* From Northampton County 
Stone undertook to bring about 500 people to Maryland* On 
this basis Lord Baltimore* on 6 August 1648 commissioned 
Stone as governor of Maryland * with power to appoint coun­
cilors* (Archives of Maryland* ill* p.201-9)* stone took 
office before 26 April 1649* with Parliamentary forces 
gaining the upper hand in England* Lord Baltimore probably 
felt it desireablo to make a Protestant governor* (Owings* 
Patronage* p*X16)• Furthermore* most of the settler© who 
emigrated with stone were puritans* After Stone got tho 
Puritans to Maryland h© was unablo to control them* william 
Stone acted as Governor until 29 March 1652* when he was 
deposed by the Parliamentary Commissioners * Richard Bennett 
and William Claiborne* who Inaugurated m government by 
Council with Robert Brooke as presiding officer* (Archives 
of Maryland* III* p. 271-72)* However* the Commissioners 
were forced by popular opinion in Maryland to restore the 
Governorship to Stone* Stone agreed to issue writs in the
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name of Parliament and the **Keepers of the Liberties of 
England1 instead in the name of the Lord Proprietary* (Ar­
chives of Maryland6 III* p.275-6). But on 2 March 1653/4 
Stone declared that writs were to run under the Proprietors 
name. The Commissioners again removed him from office in 
July 1654* (Owings* Patronage. p.117).
When Lord Baltimore heard that Stone had again been 
removed from office he wrote Stone that unless he took vig­
orous action to restore the proprietary government* he 
(Baltimore) would appoint another governor. Stone was fur­
ther encouraged to take action by a letter from Cromwell 
addressed to him as Governor of Maryland. About this time 
William Eltonhead returned from England with the news that 
Cromwell had not taken Baltimore#s patent. Under these 
incentives Stone decided to resume the government of the 
Province. He took the government records from the Puritan 
incumbents* and proclaimed peace "to all not obstinate.M 
St. Mary's and Calvert Counties submitted* but Anne Arundel 
and Kent (where most of the Puritans had settled) did not* 
(Steiner* “Maryland under the Commonwealth*" p.89).
Stone unfortunately aggravated a tense situation by his 
subsequent actions. He refused to show the Puritans by what 
authority he acted when h© took th© records* nor did he re­
turn a civil answer to a letter of inquiry from William 
Fuller and the other Puritan leaders. In March 1655 Stone 
sent a proclamation to Anne Arundel summoning the people to
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yield obedience to Lord Baltimore’s officers under the Lord 
Protector. Fuller did not allot-? reading of the proclamation 
and the Puritans were armed. Stone retaliated by marching 
against the Puritans with his adherents. On Sunday, March 25, 
the two forces Joined in battle at Severn. The Puritans were 
completely victorious. Most of the Proprietary party, in­
cluding Stone, were taken prisoner. Most of the councilors, 
and Stone, were condemned to death, but of tho leaders only 
Eltonhead was actually killed. The others were pardoned, but 
either given heavy fines or their estates were confiscated.
For the next three years the Puritan Commissioners controlled 
Maryland, (Steiner,"Maryland during English Civil v/ars,"
Pt. II, p.90-101).
Although Lord Baltimore commissioned a new governor and 
Council in October 1656, his control in Maryland was not re­
established until 22 March 1657/8, (Archives of Maryland. Ill, 
p.312-13,23). Josias Fendall was appointed governor but 
William Stone was retained as first councilor. Probably Lord 
Baltimore felt that since Stone’s government had aroused many 
animosities a new governor could better re-establish peace in 
Maryland, (Steiner,"Maryland during English Civil Wars,**
Pt. II, p*107)• Stone sat with the Council fairly regularly
nruntil October 1659, (Archives of Maryland, passim). HeA
died in 1660 or 1661, (Archives of Maryland, LIII, p.xlix* 
Steiner, "M aryl and during English Civil Wars,*' Pt. II, p. 102).
stone was a large land owner, with a manor in Charles
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County* two large tracts in Calvert County* and a town house 
at St« Mary^s. He also held extensive lands in Northampton 
County* Virginia* which ho sold in 1653* (Archives of Mary- 
land* K* p.298). In Maryland h© first bought a house in 
St® Mary*s from Margaret Brent prior to November 1650. Mrs. 
Brent then disputed Stone*s possession of the house* but in 
April 1651* the court awarded the house to Stone* (Archives 
of Maryland. X* p.46*106-8). By 1651* Stone had been 
granted MSt. Leonard * s“ in St. Leonard * s Hundred* Calvert 
County* a 350 acre freehold due him for transporting four 
people into the province in 1648* (“Calvert Countie Land 
Grants*** Calvert Papers 8800* p.21). In 1652 he vjas granted 
Buzzard9s Island* a freehold of 700 acres due him for trans­
porting servants into the Province before 1648* (Ibid, p.25). 
stone®b main plantation* however, was Poynton Manor* 5000 
acres in Port Tobacco Creek and Hundred (i.e. on the Potomac) 
in Charles County* (“Charles Countie Land Grants*“ Calvert 
Papers 880B* p.18). It was granted to Stone by special 
warrant from Lord Baltimore for transporting himself* his 
wife* four children* and four servants into Maryland, and for 
“Laudable services*“ It was surveyed in July 1654 but Stone 
was not able to patent it until September 1658* (Cwings* 
“Manors*“ Maryland Historical Magazine. 1938* p.321)*
THOMAS TAILLOR
There were at least two Thomas Taillors in the Maryland 
records who were active in the militia and the county courts* 
The first clear reference to councilor Thomas occurred in 
November 1673, when he was listed present as a member of the 
Council, (Archives of Maryland* XV, p*23)• On 5 April 1676, 
Taillor was again sworn in as a councilor and Provincial 
Court justice, and on 17 June 1676, after Charles Calvert 
had become Lord Proprietary he issued Taillor, with the rest 
of the Council, a new commission as councilor and Provincial 
Court justice, (Archives of Maryland* XV, p*73,109-11)•
Taillor attended Council meetings with fair regularity 
for many years in spite of the demands made on him a© a 
County Court judge and colonel of militia. On 6 June 1679, 
he was sent a commission as a justice of the peace and quorum 
member of the Anne Arundel County Court, (Archives of Mary­
land* XV, p.253)• In 1676, Taillor had been a lieutenant 
colonel of militia, and by August 1678, was colonel of the 
Anne Arundel County troops which were active in patrolling 
the frontier areas. In 1681 he was also the colonel command­
ing the horses of Lord Baltimore, and part of Calvert County, 
as well as the Anne Arundel troops,(Archives of Maryland* XV, 
p.124,1861 V, pm 310)„ He also acted as an Indian negotiator
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as# for example# In April 1685# when he# Henry Darnall# and 
William Coursey met with the l,SinnicoM (Seneca?) Indians in 
a conference to renew their peace treaty# (Archives of Mary­
land. XVII# p.365).
Before Lord Baltimore left the colony In 1684# he com­
missioned Taillor a deputy governor on 1 May# and renewed 
hi© commissions as councilor and Provincial Court justice. 
The next year he sent out new commissions for these offices 
which became effective on 28 November 1685# In the 1685 
commissions Taillor was named as a quorum member of the 
Provincial Court# (Archives of Maryland* XVII, p#247-53; 
426-32).
Taillor sat on the Council until December 1688# when he 
left Maryland for England. He returned a few months later 
and# although a Protestant# opposed the revolution of the 
Protestant Freemen, (Archives of Maryland# XVII# passim#t 
Andrews# Colonial Period of American History. II# p#377).
GEORGE TALBOT
Georg© Talbot emigrated from his home In Roocommon 
County# Ireland# to Maryland before February 1679/80,
0
(Owings, “Manors,“ Maryland Historical Magazine# 1938# 
p#333f Archives of Maryland, XV, p#268)• Talbot through 
his mother, the wife of Sir Robert Talbot and youngest 
daughter of George 1st Lord Baltimore, was the cousin of 
Governor Charles Calvert, 3rd Lord Baltimore, (Andrews, 
Colonial Period of American History# II# p#377)•
Talbot was sworn in as a member of the Governor•s 
Council and took his seat on 9 February 1679/80, (Archives 
of Maryland. XV, p.268}• In September 1683, Talbot was 
sent by Lord Baltimore to demand from William Penn, in 
accordance with the King*© command for a survey, all the 
land west of the Schuykill lying south of the 49th parallel# 
Furthermore, in his capacity a© surveyor general, Talbot 
was to survey and issue patents to Marylanders settling in 
the area# In case of necessity he was to command a regiment 
of horses for defense of the settlors. Finally, as Lord 
Baltimore*a deputy, he was to prevent the Mencroachmentsw 
of william Penn into that region# (Archives of Maryland # 
XVII# p.145)*
When Lord Baltimore left the colony in 1684, he com­
missioned Talbot a councilor and deputy governor, but unlike
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the other deputy governors he was not appointed a Provincial 
Court justice* (Archives of Maryland* xvil, p« 247).
On 31 October 1684* George Talbot murdered Christopher 
Rousby* a Royal customs collector* on the “kings ketch*“ 
moored in the Patuxent River* Talbot, Rousby, and the ship's 
captain had quarrelled about Royal jurisdiction in Maryland 
waters * and in a fit of anger Talbot stabbed Rousby who died 
immediately* Captain Allen put Talbot in irons* although 
the Maryland Council demanded custody of Talbot in the name 
of the Lord Proprietor for trial under the common law of 
Maryland• When councilors Nicholas Sewall and Henry Darnall 
came for Talbot they refused Captain Allen's request that 
they demand custody in the name of the King instead of the 
Lord Proprietor. Allen accordingly refused to surrender the 
prisoner and took him to Virginia for trial* (Archives of 
Maryland, v* p.428)• After several months in jail in 
Virginia, Talbot escaped by bribing his guards and fled back 
to Maryland, (Archives of Maryland. V, p.453)• By 5 May 1685* 
the Maryland Council got Talbot into custody with the inten­
tion of trying him before the Provincial Court* (Archives of 
Maryland. XVII* p.375). However the King* on the basis of a 
recommendation from the Lords of Trade* ordered that Talbot 
be tried in England by a special commission, (Archives of 
Maryland. V* p«429). Talbot was tried and pardoned in England, 
Later he went to Ireland* served in the army* and was outlawed 
for treason. He died in Spain* leaving his Maryland lands to
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M s  son, (Owings, "Manors , " Maryland Historical Magazine, 1938, 
p* 333)«
Talbot had acquired a large tract of land, "Susquehanna 
Manor,'1 later called, "Talbot Manor," of 32,000 acres in Cecil 
County# The manor was patented on 11 June 1680, and again on 
22 March 1683/4# Talbot had acquired some of the acreage by 
contracting to bring 640 settlers to Maryland within the next 
twelve years# He actually transported about sixty people 
and paid 13,920 pounds tobacco {about £58 sterling) for the 
rest of the land, (Owings, "Manors," Maryland Historical 
Magazine# 1938, p#333)«
SIR WILLIAM TALBOT, BART*
Sir william Talbot, of Cartown, County Kildare, Ireland, 
was the nephew of Cecllius, 2nd Lord Baltimore, who commis­
sioned him as secretary of Maryland on 7 August 1670, (Owings, 
Patronage* p.l26| Archives of Maryland* V, p*70-72)» As 
secretary he was to keep the seals and record© of the office, 
appoint minor officials, and act as Probate judge and public 
notary* He was granted the usual fees and perquisites of 
these offices, (Archives of Maryland* V, p*70-72}* At the 
same time Lord Baltimore charged Talbot “that as often as 
you see Occasion you put the Lieutenant General Chancellor 
Council*•,and all other his Lordships officers of the said 
Province in mind to observe and execute all such Powers, 
Instructions, and Authorities as have been given or shall 
from time to time be given by his Lordship.into them*** and 
to perform their duties in their several and Respective 
Offices and places of trust*** (Archives of Maryland* v, p*73) • 
in the autumn of 1670, william Talbot arrived in Mary­
land to b© sworn in as secretary, probate Judge, and coun­
cilor of state, (Archives of Maryland* V, p.72)• However, 
Talbot did not remain long in Maryland, In 1671 he succeeded 
to a Baronetcy on the death of his father in Ireland* On 5 
June 1671, Talbot appointed Robert Ridgeley as his deputy
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with a set salary from the fees of office, the remainder of 
which would come to Talbot himself, (Archives of Maryland*
V, p*87-89)• He left soon after for Ireland* Around 25 
April 1673, Lord Baltimore revoked Talbot*s commission as 
secretary, and Talbot ceased to have any official connection 
with the Maryland colony, (Owings, Patronage, p*126)«
FRANCIS TRAFFORD
Colon©! Francis Trafford emigrated to Maryland before 
August 1642, when ho was sent to request aid and men from 
the governor of Virginia against the Indians* Possibly 
Colonel Trafford had also lived in Virginia as Calvert in 
his letter to the governor said Trafford‘s "worthy abilities 
are known unto you*.," (Archives of Maryland* III, p.106-7). 
In September 1642, Leonard Calvert commissioned Trafford as 
councilor, justice, and commissioner of the peace in Mary­
land, (Archives of Maryland, III, p.114-5). Lord Baltimore 
confirmed his commission as councilor on 16 April 1643, 
(Archives of Maryland* III, p*131)* By July 1643 Trafford 
had left Maryland•
No records exist of Col. Trafford1© land holdings• He 




Thtmm Trueman had emigrated to Maryland before October 
1658* when his Calvert County plantation was surveyed for 
him* (Bead* Maryland Historical society* Baltimore* Maryland* 
MSS* 1342)* Evidently he soon became embroiled in Provincial 
affairs* and served under Governor stone in the Battle of the 
Severn# because on 26 December 1655* Trueman was fined 5000 
pounds tobacco for his part in the battle by the Parliamentary 
Commlssloners« Trueman9s estate# Including the servants# was 
seised and ordered appraised so that the fine could be taken 
and the servants released at the end of their terms of ser­
vice* The remainder of the estate was then to be given back 
to Trueman or his assignees# Carchives of Maryland* xvxx* 
p*436) * However* the next year on 23 October 1656# in in­
structions to Governor Fendall # lord Baltimore ordered that 
Trueman be granted 1000 acres of land# (archives of Maryland* 
III# p*325)•
At the same time lord Baltimore recommended Trueman to 
the Governor as one worthy of employment of trust or profit 
because of his “good service in the late troubles#w Fendall 
complied by commissioning Trueman as a justice of the peace 
and quorum member of the County Court# and commissioner for 
Calvert County# on 10 May 1658* (Archives of Maryland, xlx#
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p. 89)* Governor Philip Calvert renewed the commission on 
14 June 1661* (Archives of Maryland# XXI* p. 424). In April 
1663 Governor Charles Calvert chose Trueman from among three 
nominees to be sheriff of Calvert County, and the commission 
was drawn up and sent out a few weeks later# (Archives of 
Maryland# ill* p*448#450-I)* While acting as sheriff,
Trueman evidently was recammi ssloned as a justice of the 
peace and County Court justice# because he was sitting on 
the Court during June and August 1664# (Archives of Maryland#
XLix, p*231,71)* After he was appointed councilor# Trueman 
became the presiding justice of the Calvert Court# (Archives 
of Maryland# XLXX, p.530)*
Trueman was elected burgess from Calvert county to the 
April**May assembly session in 1661# and served again during 
the April session in 1662# (Archives of Maryland* I# p.396#
426)• Evidently he did not attend the sessions in 1663 or 1664* 
On 6 June 1665# Trueman was sworn in as a Governor1 s coun­
cilor and immediately joined the Council debate# (Archives of 
Maryland* III, p*522)« Lord Baltimore confirmed this appoint­
ment when he issued new Council commissions on 16 February 
1665/6* Trueman took the oath as councilor again on 12 June 
1666# and was sworn in a Provincial Court justice the dame 
day, (Archives of Maryland* XV, p«6-8,19) •
On 14 September 1675 Trueman was appointed to command a 
regiment of 250 horses and dragoons to aid Virginia militia 
in an expedition against the susguehannock and Doeg Indians
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whom the colonists considered responsible for recent attacks 
on settler© between the fall© of the Rappahannock and Potomac 
rivers* on Sunday* September 26* the joint force arrived at 
the fort of the susquehannocks in Maryland* At the invita­
tion of Trueman and the Virginia commander who guaranteed 
them safety* five Susquehannock chiefs came out to parley*
The chiefs denied responsibility for the frontier raids* 
blaming the Senecas* but they were led away and killed by the 
colonial troops* (Archives of Maryland* XV*p*48-9j Washburn* 
The governor and the Rebel* p.22-23) * It is not clear by 
whose order© the murders of the Indian chief© were carried 
out* although Trueman appears to be the probable culprit* 
Governor William Berkeley* outraged at the breach of faith 
with the Indians* ordered an investigation to see if any 
Virginian© were implicated in the murder© and the results of 
the investigation cleared the Virginian© of responsibility 
while placing blame on Trueman and the Marylanders* (Washburn* 
Ibid* * p*23) « Trueman was impeached by the Maryland Assembly, 
which drew up a bill of attainder against him in May 1676, 
(Archives of Maryland * ill* p*485)* The lower House re­
fused to sentence Major Trueman to death because it appeared 
to the burgesses that 11 the said crime was not mallcously 
perpetrated or out of any design© to Prejudice the Province* 
but merely out of ignorance and to prvent (sic)* a meeting 
of the Whole Army as well Virginians as Marylanders *11 (Ar­
chives of Maryland* XI* p*501)• The next day on 3 June 1676*
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th© Upper House refuted the argument of the Lower House, 
pointing out that “at the Said Trumans tryall did to (o) 
plainely appear© that his first Commands for the killing of 
those Indians were not obeyed and that he had some difficulty 
to get his men to obey him therein and that after they were 
put to death not a man would own© to have had a hand in 
it***," (Archives of Maryland# II, p*504), Trueman was not 
executed $ instead he was imprisoned and released on 16 
October 1678, on a 100,000 pound tobacco bond for good be­
havior, on orders from Lord Baltimore# The Governor ordered 
Trueman to “be of good abearance as well towards his Lord 
as all the good people of this Province" during the rest of 
his life or as long as he stayed in Maryland, (Archives of 
Maryland, XV, p«182,83)•
Thus the affair was closed in Maryland without apology 
or reparation to the Susquehannocks for th© outrage* In 
Virginia the susquehannocks retaliated in January 1676, 
killing thirty-six persons living between the falls of the 
Rappahannock and Potomac rivers• Governor Berkeley*s in­
ability to deal with the fears of the frontiersmen against 
the threat of continued Indian attacks helped to create the 
unsettled conditions which led to Bacon•s Rebellion later 
that year, {Washburn, The Governor and the Rebel, p*24-5)* 
However, Lord Baltimore must have felt that Trueman was not 
to blame for the Incident, because in November 1683 he again 
commissioned Trueman as a councilor and he was sworn in as
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both councilor and Provincial Court justice on 7 November, 
(Archives of Maryland« XVII, p«169}» Before Lord Baltimore 
left the Province for the last time, he commissioned Trueman 
as a councilor and Provincial Court Justice, However,
Trueman was not commissioned as a deputy governor, (Archives 
of Maryland, XVII, p.247-53)* When Baltimore sent new 
commissions he again did not appoint Trueman a deputy 
governor, although he re-issued Trueman• s commissions as 
councilor and Provincial Court Justice, which became effec­
tive on 28 November 1685, (Archives of Maryland, XVII, p*
400—3)*
Trueman settled in Calvert county on the west side of 
the Patuxent River, at “Trueman*s Choice,1* which was granted 
to him in October 1653* In 1680 the plantation was resur­
veyed for Trueman bringing the acreage up to 1000 acres,
(Deed^ Maryland Historical society, Baltimore, Maryland,
MSS,1342)* Trueman*s next land acquisition was granted to 
him on the basis of Lord Baltimore*s instructions to grant 
him land for his services during the Puritan Rebellion* The 
freehold, “Trent Neck, * consisted of 600 acres in Resur­
rection Hundred and was surveyed in May 1657, and patented 
by Trueman on 25 November 1658, (“Calvert Countie Land Grants,“ 
Calvert Papers» 88QC, p.6-7)• In 1658 Trueman also patented 
a freehold of 1000 acres which had been ordered granted to 
him by Lord Baltimore in the 1656 instructions• This land 
was located in Mount Calvert Hundred, ("Calvert Countie Land
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Grants,w Calvert Papers 880c, p«13)« In 1663, Trueman 
purchased a 700 acre tract, “Buzards Hand,w from William and 
Elizabeth Calvert for six men servants, (Archives of Mary­
land* XDIX, p*40—1 )♦ In November 1683 Trueman patented 
"Littleworth,M a 275 acre freehold near th® Patuxent, (Deeds, 
Maryland Historical society, Baltimore, Maryland, MSS 1342) 
All Trueman*s land was concentrated in Calvert County*
NATHANIEL UTIE
Nathaniel Utie migrated to Maryland sometime before 
1658 as a merchant in partnership with Henry Mess© in London, 
(Cwings, “Manors,*1 Maryland Historical Magazine, 1938, p*323)• 
In Maryland he was soon granted a license to trade with the 
Indians, (archives of Maryland* III, p*342)*
Utie evidently made his presence felt quickly, for on 
28 April he was appointed an assistant to the Council by 
Governor Fendall, that is a councilor pro tempore, and on 
6 May 1658i
the Governor and counsel! took© into Consideraeon 
the small number of his Lordships present counsell 
of state, a weighing the abilitys, & affectionate 
service done by Mr* Baker Brookes & Mr* Nathaniel 
Utie in this last assembly©, called them to the 
board $ & according to his Lops instructions of 20th 
of November 1657 the Governor with the approbacon 
of Philip Calvert Esqr* nominated and appointed them 
to be of his Lops Councell of state*«*who after 
disableing themselves, took the oath and sate as 
Councellors• (Archives of Maryland, III, p*342)•
Once on the Council, Utie was appointed colonel of the
militia forces between the Patuxent River and the “Seaven"
Mountains. On 3 August 1658, Col. Utie was sent to th©
Swedish settlement on the Delaware to tell the settlers to
either leave or apply to Lord Baltimore who would grant them
lands under the same conditions that applied to English
emigrants to Maryland, (Archives of Maryland* III, p*349}«
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Thor© is no extant record of Utie*s report, but the prob­
lem of th® Swedish settlements continued to plague Lord 
Baltimore#
During the spring Assembly session of 1659/60, Utie 
supported Governor Fendall in his attempt to govern by 
authority of the Provincial Assembly. Later that year on 
15 September, he signed a declaration commanding “all 
persons to owne no authority byt that of th© King or 
Provincial Assembly, * (Archives of Maryland. XLI, p.427-8) • 
After Philip Calvert was appointed governor, Utie appealed 
to him and the Council for pardon for his offense against 
the Lord Proprietary in siding with Governor Fendall, and 
on 18 May 1661, Utie was pardoned on the basis of instruc­
tions from Lord Baltimore, (Archives of Maryland. Ill, p.419)• 
However, Utie was not restored to the Council until years 
later in 1674, when he was summoned by special writ to sit 
in the Upper House during the May session.
During the 1660#s utie continued his trading ventures 
and 10 December 1664, he and five others were indicted by 
the attorney general for illegally trading with the Dutch 
in New Amsterdam, (Archives off Maryland, XLIX, p. 299). There 
is no record of what further action, if any, was taken. In 
addition to illegally trading with the Dutch, Utie evidently 
discussed the political situation in Maryland, as he saw it, 
with two Dutch merchants who later reported his words to the 
Maryland Council. Uti© said that “my Lord has lost the
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third e parta of hi© Country already that is Delaware a the 
whore kill and it may he will loose the other two partes 
too, • . .my Lord hath allways writt himself Absolute Lord and 
Proprietr of this province, he is no Absolute Lord, the King 
is Absolute Lord.**,* (Archives of Maryland* XLIX, p.398)*
The Maryland Council ordered that he be taken into custody 
by the sheriff until sufficient security be found for his 
good behavior until the next Provincial Court session, 
(Archives of Maryland* XLXX, p.399) • No further action was 
recorded. Evidently Utie was a clear sighted man, as later 
event© in Maryland showed, but he was too careless of the 
people to whom he expressed his views.
When Nathaniel Utie came to Maryland he probably lived 
in the Severn River area where he kept his merchandise store­
house, (Archives of Maryland* LIX, p. 71). Later he moved to
a 2300 acre plantation on spesutia Island which he had sur­
veyed on 25 July 1658, but did not patent it until 9 August
1661. Spesutia was an island near the head of the Bay in
Baltimore (later Harford) County, (Owlngs, "Manors,” Maryland 
Historical Magazine* 1938, p.323).
Nathaniel Utie died before 10 April 1677, and may have 
died as early as 1675 or 1676, (Archives of Maryland* XVII, 
p.96j Owing©, "Manors," Maryland Historical Magazine* 1938, 
p.323)•
ROBERT VAUGHAN
Robert Vaughan was born about 1599, (Archives of Mary­
land P XLI, p* 395| In January 1660/61 Vaughan gave his age as 
about 62). He had arrived in Maryland by 10 July 1634, 
therefore he probably came over with the first settlers on 
the Ark and Dove* At first he lived in St, Mary’s, (Archives 
of Maryland. LIV, p.xiv) • As high constable of St* Mary’s 
Hundred, Vaughan attended the first recorded Assembly session 
in January-March 1637/8 to which all freemen or their proxies 
had been summoned, (Archives of Maryland. I, p*2) * In 1640 
he was elected to the assembly session held in October be­
cause Thomas Gerard was absent and Vaughan had been given his 
power of attorney, (Archives of Maryland,I, p.89). Vaughan 
appeared at the August 1641 session by virtue of his ©lection 
as burgess to the 1640 session, but was discharged of his 
seat because Gerard had returned and was able to sit for St. 
Clement's. Vaughan petitioned to sit in his own right but 
was refused a seat, (Archives of Maryland* I, p*105)•
Shortly after this Vaughan moved to the Isle of Kent, 
From there he was sent as a burgess to the August 1642 ses­
sion, holding several proxies from various inhabitants, (Ar­
chives of Maryland, I, p*129)• At this session Vaughan 
moved that the burgesses be allowed to sit by themselves, but
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the motion was vetoed by Governor Leonard Calvert, (Ibidp 
p.130)0 Again in 1648 Vaughan was elected burgess from 
Kent with a large number of proxies to the January«March 
1647/8 sessiono In April 1650 he was again returned burgess, 
and since by this time he had been commissioned to the Coun­
cil p he sat with either house, (Archives of Maryland*, I, p.214, 
261,281—5)o
By a commission of 12 August 1648, Cecilius, Lord Balti­
more* commissioned Vaughan a councilor* Provincial Court 
justice, and commissioner of the peace In Maryland * (Archives 
of Marylandfl III, p0211)» Evidently Vaughan sorved on the 
Council until 1652 when the !uritan Commissioners took con­
trol of Maryland. However, he attended the September 1657 
Assembly under the de facto Commonwealth government as a 
burgess from Kent* H© was again returned burgess from Kent 
to the April 1662 Assembly session, (Archives of Maryland»
I, p#426)«
Vaughan was one of the few councilors who was more in­
volved with local affairs on Kent Island than with the 
administration of the Province as a whole® Soon after set­
tling on Kent, Vaughan became a sergeant of militia. As a 
militia commander Vaughan led the Kent troops during Lord 
Baltimore^ dispute with Claiborne over the possession of 
Kent, and again during "the Plundering Time" against Richard 
Ingle in 1645. On 18 April 1647 Governor Calvert by authori­
sation from Lord Baltimore named Vaughan as chief captain
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and commander of the Kent Island militia* (Archives of Mary­
land III* p0132)o The following year on 12 August 1648* 
because of his faithful service during Ingle*s Rebellion* 
Vaughan was appointed commander of Kent with all the fees 
and perquisites of that office* (Archives of Maryland, III* 
p,216-7)* As commander* Vaughan* in addition to admini­
strative and judicial functions* was to collect all customs* 
confiscations* forfeitures, and escheated lands due the 
Lord Proprietor and submit records to Governor Calvert * (Ar­
chives of MarylandP IV* p*308-9), In July 1650 Governor 
stone empowered Vaughan to grant land on Kent* but later 
rescinded the order because Vaughan* in common with the 
commanders of other counties* had neglected to send the land 
warrants to the Secretary’s office* (Archives of MarylandP 
III, p©256*91),
At th© time of Vaughanfs appointment, one of the most 
important functions of the county commander was that of 
presiding judge of the County Court, Shortly after Robert 
Vaughan was commissioned, Governor Green© removed him as 
commander in November 1648 because of reports that Vaughan 
had shown partiality in handling decisions* On 9 December 
1648* Vaughan admitted at a Provincial Court hearing that 
he had as commander "reuyled the said Court with scandalous 
& upbrayding speeches * * * * * and apologised to the Court for 
same* (Archives of Maryland* III* p©197* IV* p0459)« The 
apology was accepted* for on 11 December Greene reinstated
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Vaughan as commander*, (Archives of MarylandB III, p. 197), He 
remained commandor until tho Parliamentary Commissioners took 
over the government of tho Province in 1652 and removed him 
from office, Shortly after his dismissal, in what was prob­
ably a political move to protest his removal as commander, 
(Archives of MarylandLIII, p*xvil), Vaughan created a scene 
in the Kent Court by using most "opprobious epithets, bending 
his fist over the heads of the judges, and ©wearing at the 
clerk,” He was fined 600 pounds of tobacco for tho offense. 
The Council ordered an investigation of Vaughan•s Mmis- 
demeanors," but the matter was dropped without further com­
ment, (Archives of MarylandLIV, p,9). he soon as the 
Maryland government was restored to Lord Baltimore, the Pro­
prietary governor, Josias Fendall, appointed Vaughan presiding 
justice of the Kent County Court on 26 May 1658* Vaughan was 
rccommissioncd annually as presiding justice until his death 
late in 1668, (Archives of Maryland, LIV, p,141,182,194,237i 
passim*)»
Throughout his career Vaughan was a staunch adherent of 
Lord Baltimore* Vaughan supported the Proprietary during 
the controversy with Claiborne over Kent Island, fighting to 
subdue Kent for the Proprietor in 1638* During the next 
decade he stood with the Proprietary adherents during Ingle*s 
Rebellion, and again during the Commonwealth era. It is 
certain that he sided with the Calverts during Fendall*s 
abortive coup in 1660, (Archives of Maryland * LIV, p*xiv)«
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LIJcg many other councilors® Robert Vaughan represented 
planters in court, For example® 19 1642-3 he acted as 
attorney for John Ledger and Giles Brent in civil suits be­
fore the Provincial Court® (archives of Maryland, IV® p,186® 
200), 3y 1659 Vaughan x-jas presenting cases before the Kent 
Court® (archives of Maryland» LIV® p,161® passim,), Vaughan 
also received tobacco for various planters® for example®
Giles 3rent® (Archives of Maryland® IV® p, 221)# possibly he 
acted as a factor in shipping tobacco to England,
Vaughan held lands in Kent County only. He was granted 
"Parson6s Point®" a 500 acre freehold in the Fort Hundred® 
for transporting soven servants to Maryland before 1648, 
Vaughan surveyed and patented th© land in August 1650®
(“Isle of Kent County Land Record® 1640-1658®•* Calvert Papers 
880, Pt,2® p,4), Later Vaughan obtained a 1000 acre free­
hold, “Coxe*o Heck®" in the same hundred® (Ibid,),
JESSE WHARTON
After emigrating to Maryland# Jesse Wharton# a Roman 
Catholic# married Elisabeth Bewail, one of the stepdaughters 
of Charles Calvert# (Andrews# colonial Period of American 
History* 11# p* 376)• Wharton first appears in the Maryland 
records with an entry dated 12 December 1672# when he was 
sworn in and took his seat as a Councilor# (Archives of 
Maryland# XV# p*23)# although he had undoubtedly been in 
Maryland sometime before his Council appointment# Evidently 
Wharton had trained in England as a physician but the 
Archives of Maryland do not note whether he ever practiced 
in the province#
While on the Council# Wharton attended the May-June 
1674 and February 1674/5 Assembly sessions as a member of the 
Upper House# (Archives of Maryland* II# passim#). He was 
again sworn in as a councilor and Provincial Court justice 
on 5 April 1676# (Archives of Maryland* XV# p*73)• Before 
Charles Calvert# 3rd Lord Baltimore# left Maryland in 1676# 
he commissioned Wharton as deputy lieutenant and deputy 
governor under the nominal governorship of his young Cecil 
Calvert# Baltimore also appointed Wharton the guardian of 
Cecil# (Andrews, Colonial Period of American History* II# 
p#376)* Wharton was governor only slightly over a month#
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until as he lay dying he transferred the governorship to 
Thomas Motley. Wharton died a few days later# and on 27 
July 1676, his commission was officially given to Motley, 
(Archives of Maryland. XV, p* 112~118)*
Wharton lived at his manor on the south side of Wanjemoy 
Creek in Man jemoy Hundred, Charles County* Wharton1 e Manor, 
also called Elce Manor, consisted of 2300 acres which was
Esurveyed for him In 1675, and erected as a manor on 8 June 
1676* After his death the manor went to Henry Wharton,
Jesse Wharton1s ©on and heir, (Owings, “Manors," Maryland 
Historical Magazine. 1938, ^*332)♦
JEROME WHITE
Jerome White emigrated from Essex County, England to 
Maryland before 16 December 1662# when lord Baltimore sent 
a commission to Maryland to appoint White a councilor of 
state# (owings# “Manors # * Maryland Historical Magazine. 1938# 
p. 330* Arch lyes of Maryland. II, p*488} ♦ By the time White 
was sworn in as a member of the Council on 4 July 1663# he 
had been appointed surveyor general in a separate commission# 
(archives of Maryland. Ill# p,485)f White was recommissioned 
as surveyor general by lord Baltimore on 16 February 1666/6, 
and on 17 May 1666 again took the oath of a councilor and 
Provincial court Justice# (archives of Maryland, XV, p&**8| 19) , 
On 22 October 1669 he was again sworn councilor and Provincial 
Court justice, (Archives of Maryland. v# p.56)• On 9 
September (1669?) lord Baltimore had drawn up a new commission 
for White as surveyor general entitling him to all fees and 
perquisites of the office# (Archives of Maryland« V# p.85). 
However# soon after this, in December 1670, White returned to 
England, (Owings, Patronage* p*171), and in March 1671 Charles 
Calvert appointed Baker Brooke surveyor general, (Archives of 
Maryland* V, p.85)*
Jerome white settled first at St, Mary*s City, (Owings, 
Patronage, p.171). In December 1667, he acquired and survey-
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ed by- special warrant 11 Port land Manor,11 2000 acres in 
Herring creek Hundred, Anne Arundel County* He patented the 
manor on 13 January 1667/8* White died without issue leaving 
his Maryland property to his brother George, who sold the 
manor to lord Baltimore, {Owings, “Manors," Maryland Historical 
Magazine* 1938, p,330)•
ROBERT WINTO0R
Robert Win tour came to Maryland with the first expe­
dition in th© Ark, where he was in charge of th© ship*a 
company, (Archives of Maryland, III, p*23), There is no 
record of wintour•s council commission, but he was always 
referred to as one of the Council of the Province and he 
sat on the Provincial Court as a justice, (Archives of 
Maryland» IV, p.11,21$ V, p,169)• On 31 March 1638,
Governor Leonard Calvert appointed Mor Beloved Counsellr1 
Wintour justice of th© peace of st« George8s Hundred with 
the powers of an English justice of the peace# He was 
also entitled to appoint a High Constable, As Justice of 
th© Peace# he was to Investigate the illicit selling of 
ammunition to th© Indians# (Archives of Maryland, III# p#70)#
Captain Wintour died shortly before 4 September# 1638 
when his estate was Inventoried# (Archives of Maryland, IV, 
p* 85)•
Wintour probably did not live long enough to take up 
land in Maryland# except in St, Mary1© City, although he 
had at least seven servants which would have eventually en­
titled him to land rights, (Archives of Maryland, XV# p,85).
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APFMOIX - Full Footnote citations
The following complete footnote citations have been 
arranged alphabetically by author or title, and by volume 
sequence under the title#
Charles M« Andrews, The Colonial Period of American 
Historyi The Settlements» Vol. II {Haw Haveni Yale
University Press," 1964)*.Archives of Maryland, ed* william Hand Browne, Vol, Ii 
Proceedings and Acts of the general Assembly of Maryland, 
1637/^1664 (Baltimoret Maryland Historical Society, 1883),
, ' . * Vol* II* Proceedings and Acts of the
General' Ass'Sbiv"'ofT'Maryland, 166^1676(Baltimore»
Maryland Historical Society, 1884/*., Vol* III* Proceedings of the Council 
of Maryland* 1 £636-7567 (Baltimore* Maryland Historical" 
Society, iqqsj'7 m
.. -.......  * Vol* IV* Judicial and Testamentary
Business of the Provincial Court* 1637-1650 (Baltimore*Historical soc1ety, 1887),
, Vol* V* Proceedings of the Council 
of Maryland*'"lffi?s¥̂ i687/8 (Baltimore* Maryland Historical 
Society, 188771_____________ , Vol* vii* proceedings and Acts of
the General Assembly of Maryland* 1678-1683 (Baltimore* 
Maryland Historical Society, 1889)*
* Vol* vill* Proceedings of the 
Council of Maryland* 1687/8-1693 (Baltimore* Maryland 
Historical society, 1890)*
 ... ..   . . . .....* Vol* X* Judicial and TestamentaryBusiness of the Provincial Court * 1649/50-1657 (Baltimore * 
Maryland Historical Society, 1891),
- . . , Vol* xv* Proceedings of the Council
of Maryland*̂ 1̂.671-1681 (Baltimore* Maryland Historical Society, 1896).
■...  * Vol* XVIIi Proceedings of the
Council of Mar^and* 1671-1681 (Baltimore* Maryland 
Historical society, 1898).’ "
* ed. Bernard Christian Steiner, Vol, XLI* 
Proceedings of the Provincial Court of Maryland, 1658-1662. 
Court Series 3 (Baltimore) Maryland Historical Society,
1922).
* ed* J* Hall Pleasants, Vol* XLlXt 
Proceedings of the Provincial Court of Maryland* 1663-1666* 
Court Series 4 (Baltimore* Maryland Historical Society, 1932)*
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* Vol# Lit Proceedings of the Court of 
Chancery of Maryland . 1669-1679. Court series 5 (Baltimore* 
Maryland Historical society,1934)•
. ed# J# Hall Pleasants, and Louis Dow Sciso, 
Vol. LIVi Proceedings of the County courts of Kent. 1648- 
1676# Talbot #~rI6fe'2̂ 674. Somerset# 1665-1668. counties.
Court Series 7 (Baltimore* Maryland Historical Society, 1937)# 
,rr,r",'t" .. . Vol# LVllt proceedings of the
Provincial Court of Maryland. 1666-1670. court series 8 
(Baltimoret Maryland Historical Society," i§£6}*Edwin w# Seitzell, “Thomas Gerard and His Sons-in-law,“ 
Maryland Historical Magazine. XLVI (1951), 189-206 #
John Leeds Bozman, The History of Maryland from the 
First Settlement in 1633# to the Restoration in 1660# vol# II 
(Baltimorei James Lucas and s#K* beaver, 1837j#“Calvert countie Land Grants, 1636-1658#“ Maryland 
Historical society, Baltimore, Maryland, Calvert Papers, 880 c.
“Charles county Land Grants, 1636-1659#“ Maryland 
Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, Calvert papers,
880 B.
Deed, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 
MSS, 1342#Hall, Clayton colman, ed#, narratives of Early Mary­
land# 1633—1684. Original Narratives of Early American '
History (New York* Charles Scribner*s sons, 1910).
“Isle of Kent County Land Records, 1640-1658,“
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, Calvert 
Papers, 880, pt*2#Land office Record, Maryland Historical society,
Baltimore, Maryland, MSS, 1641.
Donnell MacClure Owings, His Lordahlp1s Patronage*
Offices of Profit in Cplonial Maryland, studies in Maryland 
History. No* I '(Baltimore* Maryland His tori cal society,
1953). . “Private Manors * an edited list,** Maryland 
Historical Magazine. XXXIII, (1938), 307-34.
“St. Maries Countie Land Grants, 1636-1658,“ Maryland 
Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, Calvert Papers,880 A#
George B* Scriven, “Maryland Medicine in the seven­
teenth Century,“ Maryland Historical Magazine. LVII (1962), 29-46#
Bernard C# Steiner, “Maryland during the English Civil 
Wars,*’ Pt. II, Johns Hopkins University studies in Historical 
and Political Science. Series XXV (Apri1-May, 1907), 155-268.
. “Maryland Under the Commonweal th * A 
Chronicle of the Years 1649-1658,“ Johns Hopkins University 
studies in Historical and Political Science. Series XXIX
(JMuaryT'im'jft-lfeT-  ---------
Wilcomb E. Washburn, The Governor and the Rebel• A of Bacon*e Rebellion In Vlrglnla~Tchapel m n . ” Published for the Institute of Early American History and Culture at Williamsburg by the University of North Carolinapress, 195/)#
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